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( left) Students at Wilson Elementary settle down  
for lunch hour. 

(right) A student at Emerson shares a lunch break  
with her daughter and friends. 

opposite:  

Students in Taft Middle School’s “Newcomers” 
class taught by Kelly Forbes. In addition to learning 
English, the purpose of the class is to acclimate 
foreign students on procedures, learning techniques, 
and other basic information/tools to function 
successfully in a classroom setting. This class is 
offered to students for one year. This year’s 25 
students speak 11 different languages and are 
emblematic of the urban diversity in the Oklahoma  
City Public School District.



The Foundation for Oklahoma City Public Schools
2009 assessment of maPs For KiDs
“Building a Learning city” 

When community leaders set out to “Build a Learning 

City” in 2001, the physical condition of many of the 

schools in the Oklahoma City Public School (OKCPS) 

District had deteriorated to a point of being unsafe. 

Citizens demonstrated their commitment to provide 

a safe and nurturing environment for every child in 

Oklahoma City when they approved MAPS for KIDS,  

a municipal sales tax, and the 2007 YES for Kids bond 

issue to fund the renovation or rebuilding of every 

school in the District. Since then, 12 schools have been 

renovated, four new schools have been built, 17 are 

undergoing renovations, and 37 are in various stages of 

design. The transportation and technology goals of the 

program have been met.

But that is only half of the story. In addition to the 

redistricting and building efforts, a set of seven 

questions were established to measure the District’s 

progress by establishing crucial objectives in specific  

areas. The theory was that better facilities would 

contribute to improved student achievement. 

So what has been going on inside the schools  

since 2001? 

This report provides an update on the non-building related 

questions and objectives that accompanied the MAPS for 

Kids initiative presented in Project KIDS (Keep Improving 

District Schools): “Building a Learning City.”

The construction and renovation of the schools provided 

a big first step toward transforming our schools. Changes 

in the District’s demographics, the federal No Child Left 

Behind mandate, a revolving door of nine superintendent 

changes, and ongoing board politics have limited progress 

on many of the goals. In addition, as the task force studied 

the data, we realized that our schools’ ability to improve 

is directly linked to our community’s ownership and 

involvement in the many challenging issues our children  

and schools face. 

our hope is that this report will serve as a call to action. 

What goes on in children’s lives outside the schools has a 

dramatic impact on what goes on inside. Our citizens, along 

with our business, community and education leaders, must 

work together to decide what we want our community to 

become in the next decade, and where our schools and 

students need to be to get us there. 

The incredible investment of capital now requires  

an investment of participation by the community.

In assessing the progress of the District, several common 

themes emerged in our research, including the need for 

community ownership, consistency in leadership, and the 

need for courageous and creative change.
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Our Purpose
The primary purpose of The Foundation for Oklahoma 

City Public Schools’ MAPS Community Task Force was 

to provide an assessment of the academic progress of 

the Oklahoma City Public School District as promised  

by Project KIDS. 

The Task Force reviewed a “self assessment report” 

prepared by the District’s superintendent and his 

leadership team. Supported by staffing and expertise 

from The Foundation and the District, the Task Force 

evaluated the District’s report in addition to reviewing 

boundless information, Oklahoma Department of 

Education evaluations, state and national research 

reports, and other relevant data.

The conclusion is an independent report to the Oklahoma 

City community at-large and to the Board of Education of 

the Oklahoma City Public School District.
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task Force composition

The Task Force was comprised of community leaders identified by The Foundation’s Executive 

Committee whose stature and experience enhance the credibility and independence of the 
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those institutions are integral to the development and implementation of the goals outlined in 

MAPS for Kids. 
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Publication design by S Design Inc.  
Photography by Tina Brannon
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Why the report?
The 2001 Project KIDS: “Building a Learning City” 

report recommended in Question 7, Objective C  

that a strong performance evaluation and 

oversight function be developed and that The 

Foundation was the appropriate organization 

to provide periodic updates. The Foundation 

completed a follow up report in 2005-2006 with  

focus on the progress of the District from 2002 to 

2004. However, a subsequent report has not been 

produced since 2005.

This report includes a summary of each question 

and objective as recommended by the Project KIDS 

committee that is followed by a 2009 assessment from 

the Task Force. In addition, where applicable, the Task 

Force has made recommendations to the District on how 

to improve or evaluate certain areas that will be revisited 

in the next assessment. The Foundation and its Board of 

Trustees is committed to creating a format and a process 

to review not only the District’s progress from 2001 to 

2008-2009, but to provide regular review and evaluate 

the progress of the District in 24 month increments going 

forward until we have reached our goal of becoming a 

world-class urban school district.
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What Defines an “Urban School District”?  
And how it makes a difference in regard to rate of progress

The Oklahoma City Public School District is truly an “urban” school district 

and the traits are distinctive when being compared to other districts in 

Oklahoma and surrounding states. 

Throughout the nation, urban schools have several common characteristics: 

1) Districts are located in urban rather than rural, small town,  

or suburban settings. 

2) Districts are typically large and located within the central core of 

metropolitan areas. 

3)  A large proportion of students are from families with relatively high  

rates of poverty (i.e. relatively low socioeconomic status). 

4) Student bodies typically consist of large shares of ethnic and racial 

minorities. For many urban districts, relatively large proportions of 

students are classed as being Limited English Proficient (English 

Language Learners). 

In this section, we scan the environment of the OKCPS District from the 

passage of the MAPS for Kids initiative in November 2001 through 2009. 

First, it is important to take a brief look at population and economic trends 

in Oklahoma City, enrollment trends in the District, student characteristics, 

structural changes in the institutions delivering education, district 

administration, external policy influences from federal and state governments, 

and the District’s performance over time compared with neighboring districts. 

Often, the data used will extend only through 2008. Where school years or 

government fiscal years are used, the year reported is for the year in which 

the relevant 12-month period ends (For example, the 2001-2002 school year 

is referred to as 2002).
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PoPuLation, emPLoyment anD income trenDs 

Prior to the recent woes of the economy, the Oklahoma 

City Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) was performing 

extremely well. Between 2002 and 2008, the area’s 

population grew 7.7 percent—a rate of growth well  

above the nation’s population growth of 5.7 percent 

(Table III-1). While there are seven counties included in 

the Oklahoma City MSA, nearly 90 percent of the area’s 

population is within the three counties of Canadian, 

Cleveland and Oklahoma. It is in those three counties 

that the OKCPS District faces the greatest enrollment 

interaction with other districts, private schools and  

home schooling alternatives.

A key favorable economic factor driving population 

expansion was employment growth. Nonfarm wage  

and salary growth in the Oklahoma City MSA grew  

from 538.3 thousand in 2002 to 575.3 thousand in 

2008—an increase of 6.9 percent. 

 Nowhere was the favorable economic environment  

more evident since the passage of MAPS for Kids than 

in the case of the MSA’s personal income data. Between 

2002 and 2008 the Oklahoma City MSA’s total nominal 

personal income grew 56.5 percent—compared to a 

growth rate of 36.2 percent for the nation as a whole. 

The MSA’s per capita personal income stood at 91.3 

percent of its national counterpart in 2002 and had  

risen to 103.0 percent by 2008. 

 No doubt historical energy prices played a significant 

role in the favorable performance of the MSA. Between 

July 2002 and July 2008, crude oil prices grew nationally 

from $26 per barrel to historic highs around $145; the 

wellhead price of natural gas grew at the same time from 

$2.92 per thousand cubic foot to $10.62. Not only did 

this generate higher incomes for those connected with 

the oil and gas business, but state tax revenues from oil 

and gas production grew dramatically—with favorable 

implications for school revenues and for Oklahoma City 

as the principal site of state government.

 However, this prosperity did not impact everyone in the 

OKCPS District. For example, the number of individuals 

receiving food stamps in Oklahoma County in an average 

month rose from 63,229 in fiscal year (FY) 2002 to 

86,919 in FY2008—a 37 percent increase that occurred 

well before the effects of lower oil and gas prices began 

to have a serious impact. (Note: A family receiving food 

stamps must have an income level equal to 130 percent 

or less than the official federal poverty level as defined 

by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.) 

 The MSA lost about 15,000 jobs as the national recession 

began to impact the state’s economy during the first half 

of 2009. Energy prices dropped dramatically, with oil 

falling below $40 in January 2009 and recovering only 

partially to the $70 range by summer. Natural gas prices 

have appeared to settle around $3.50 per thousand cubic 

foot. State government finances are particularly sensitive 

to the weakened price environment and school districts 

across the state now face significant cutbacks. To the 

extent that the prosperity of the 2002-2008 period had  

a favorable impact on the OKCPS District, we can be  

less optimistic about the near term period beginning  

with 2009.

county 2002 2008 Percent 
change

source: census Bureau data from oklahoma employment commission

taBLe iii-1  
PoPuLation, oKLaHoma city msa,  
2002 anD 2008

Canadian 90,663 106,079 17.0

Cleveland 215,586 239,760 11.2

Grady 46,631 51,066 9.5

Lincoln 32,095 32,153 0.2

Logan 34,704 38,102 9.8

McClain 28,002 32,365 15.6

Oklahoma 672,160 706,617 5.1

Total OKC MSA 1,119,841 1,206,142 7.7
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oKcPs District anD “marKet sHare” 

Total enrollment for a school district is measured by the 

average daily membership (attendance) as reported by 

the State Department of Education. From 2002 through 

2008, the OKCPS District enrollment remained relatively 

stable—growing 1.5 percent from 39,309 to 39,915 

(Table III-2). Total public school enrollment in Oklahoma 

County grew 4.6 percent during the same period—a rate 

of expansion very close to the overall estimate of county 

population growth (Table III-1). 

Enrollment growth in suburban Canadian and Cleveland 

counties expanded at much greater rates (18.9 and 

10.5 percent, respectively), closely matching their total 

population growth. 

inDiviDuaLs using 
FooD stamPs rose  
From 63,229 in 2002 
to 86,919 in 2008. 

(a) average Daily membership (aDm) 
source: oklahoma state Department of education, Annual Report, 2002 & 2008

taBLe iii-2  
enroLLment [a] anD “marKet sHare,” oKcPs, 2002 anD 2008

Canadian County 17,716 21,070 18.9

Cleveland County 35,977 39,741 10.5

Oklahoma County 107,254 112,169 4.6

Total, three counties 160,914 172,980 7.5

Oklahoma City Public Schools (OKCPS) 39,309 39,915 1.5

Market Share, Percent OKCPS 24.4 23.1

county enrollment
2002

enrollment
2008

Percent change

 The relative “market” for Pre-K through 12th grade 

education consists of services provided by public school 

districts located in Canadian, Cleveland and Oklahoma 

counties. The pattern of enrollment change has meant 

that the OKCPS District’s “market share” of three-county 

total enrollment dropped slightly from 24.4 percent to 

23.1 percent. Thus, various changes in policies and 

facilities at the District did not appear to improve its 

comparative advantage among the 30 other school 

districts in the three-county area during the relatively 

short period of time between 2002-2008. On the other 

hand, the OKCPS District did not experience a significant 

decline in market share as had occurred in the ‘70s  

and ‘80s.
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enroLLment Patterns: race/etHnic  

anD socioeconomic status 

The period following the passage of MAPS for Kids 

also witnessed a dramatic change in the racial and 

ethnic composition of students attending classes in the 

District (Table III-3). In broad terms, while the District’s 

enrollment number is virtually the same in 2008 as 

in 2002, there are nearly 3,000 fewer white, non-

Hispanic students enrolled, about 2,000 fewer African 

America students, with an increase in Hispanic students 

approaching 6,000. The growth of Hispanic enrollment 

is associated with increased challenges for the District, 

particularly the number of students falling into the 

classification of “English Language Learners,” which  

has grown from 6,441 in 2002 to 9,644 in 2009.

Table III -3 indicates an estimated balance in 2008 

enrollment between African American students  

(30.4 percent), white non-Hispanics (22.5 percent), 

Hispanic (39.1 percent), along with small but significant 

clusters of American Indians and Asian Americans. 

However, this ratio is not typically maintained at 

the individual school level—reflecting racial /ethnic 

concentrations of residences across the OKCPS District. 

Douglass 731 94% African American

 Star Spencer 482 88% African American

 Northeast Academy 473 83% African American

Oklahoma Centennial 702 73% African American

John Marshall 744 72% African American

Grant 1,451 59% Hispanic

Capitol Hill 803 56% Hispanic

Southeast 702 49% Hispanic

 Classen School  
of Advanced Studies

1,039 55% white  
non-Hispanic 

enrollment  
2009

racial/ethnic  
concentration

Concentrations are particularly evident within these nine 

traditional high schools:

taBLe iii-3A 

source: enrollment from table iii-2, race/ethnic percent from  
OKCPS 2005-2006 Statistical Profile, p. 21; 2007-2008 Statistical Profile, p. 21

taBLe iii-3  
race anD etHnic cHaracteristics, oKcPs stuDents,  
2002 anD 2008

American  
Indian

5.7 5.3 2,241 2,115 -126 -5.6

Asian 2.7 2.7 1,061 1,078 17 1.6

African  
American

36.0 30.4 14,151 12,134 -2,017 -14.3

Hispanic 25.2 39.1 9,906 15,607 5,701 57.6

White  
Non-Hispanic

30.4 22.5 11,950 8,981 -2,969 -24.8

Total 100.0 100.0 39,309 39,915 606 1.5

race/ethnic Percent of 
students, 2002

Percent  of 
students, 2008

enrollment, 
2002

enrollment, 
2008

change,  
2002-2008

Percent  
change

With 2009 enrollment of 1,051, Northwest Classen is 

the only major high school in the system whose racial /

ethnic mix roughly matches that of the District as a 

whole. The racial /ethnic concentrations listed in the 

graph are generally repeated for the various middle and 
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nortHWest cLassen  
is tHe onLy major HigH  
scHooL in tHe system 
WHose raciaL/etHnic  
mix rougHLy matcHes  
tHat oF tHe oKcPs  
District as a WHoLe.

elementary schools in designated geographic “Learning Communities” that 

feed students into the high schools. Except for big increases in the Hispanic 

shares of enrollment at U.S. Grant, Capitol Hill, and Southeast high schools, 

the pattern of racial /ethnic concentration was about the same in 2008 as  

in 2002.

As previously mentioned, one of the common features of “urban” school 

districts is the prevalence of students from families with relatively low 

incomes. The term “socioeconomic status” is used to describe an important 

aspect of students’ family backgrounds. There is a well-known and powerful 

positive relationship between educational attainment (years of school 

completed) and income. Students from relatively low-income families often 

face greater difficulty in meeting the challenges of education in comparison 

with students whose parents/guardians are better educated. 

 Students are eligible for free meals at school if their families have incomes  

of 130 percent or more than the official federal government poverty threshold 

[for a family of four in 2009 would be $21,200]; meals are at reduced cost 

if families have incomes of 185 percent or more than the threshold. At 79.6 

percent in 2002, a very high share of the District’s students came from 

families with incomes so low that the students were eligible for free  

and reduced price meals. By 2009-10, this share has grown substantially  

to 90.7 percent. 

 The Census Bureau’s American Community Survey reports a substantial 

amount of annual data for areas such as Oklahoma County. In 2008, median 

family income for the county for white non-Hispanic families stood at 
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$64,540, for Hispanic families it was $33,425, and 

African American families’ incomes were 10 percent 

greater than Hispanic families at $36,786.

Levels of educational attainment are roughly consistent 

with income patterns. In 2008, the percent of persons 

25 and older with bachelor’s degrees and above was 

32.1 percent for white non-Hispanics, 15.5 percent for 

African Americans, and 7.7 percent for Hispanics. There 

is little doubt the significant rise in the share of students 

in the District eligible for free and reduced price meals 

is associated with the decline in numbers of white and 

African American students contrasted with the virtual 

explosion of Hispanic enrollment. 

 Family structure is another demographic feature that 

often has implications for socioeconomic status and 

student achievement. The American Community Survey 

estimates there were 185,875 children under 18 in 

Oklahoma County in 2008. Sixty-seven percent of those 

children had the advantage of living in households 

consisting of a married couple, 27 percent were in a 

single-parent household headed by a woman, and six 

percent were in households headed by a male. The 

survey also showed there was approximately 20,000 

children living with grandparents and other relatives in 

the OKCPS District. 

enroLLment Patterns: stuDent graDuation,  

DroP out rates anD retention 

The term “graduation rate” is used frequently  

to measure totally different aspects of student 

performance. For example, the State of Oklahoma’s 

Office of Accountability in its Profiles 2008 District 

Report indicates that the “Senior Graduation Rate”  

for the OKCPS District was 97.2 percent—only one-tenth 

of a percent below the state average. This is a measure 

calculated by dividing the number of graduates by the 

sum of the graduates plus those dropping out during 

their senior year. The same report for 2002 indicates a 

graduation rate for the OKCPS District of 44.4 percent. 

The 2002 figure was far below the state average 

graduation rate of 74.3 percent. In that case,  

the graduation rate was calculated by dividing the number 

of 2002 graduates by the number of 9th graders in the 

district four years earlier. The use of this latter definition 

is probably the most commonly encountered. However, 

there are endless arguments over the details of what 

components to include in the measure. 

 Using the 9th grade graduation rate definition, it appears 

that the OKCPS District’s graduation rate grew from 

44.4 percent to 56.2 percent during 2002-2008. The 

Oklahoma State Department of Education announced 

for 2008-2009 the graduation rate improved further 

from 56.2 percent to 70.4 percent based on similar 

measurement standards. Interestingly, the report showed 

Tulsa Public Schools experienced similar improvement 

over the same time period as well. These increases 

would also roughly be equivalent to state and national 

graduation rates. 

 One of the ways a school district achieves a favorable 

graduation rate is to prevent dropouts. According to 

SDE reports, the District has experienced a 44 percent 

decline in dropouts since the passage of MAPS for Kids. 

A breakdown of the District’s recent dropout figures  

is as follows:

  2002 1,259 2006 643 

  2003 1,017 2007 737   

  2004 1,250 2008 705   

  2005 886 2009 623

The concern with this data is it only captures students 

starting in the 9th grade and doesn't reflect students 

who drop out prior to their freshman year. This is a major 

issue on the state and District level with reporting.

A somewhat different approach to examining the OKCPS 

District’s effectiveness in retaining students is contained 

in Table III-4, which reports enrollment by each grade 

for 2002 and 2008. One way of examining retention is to 

compare the number of students in the 12th grade with 

the average number of students in middle school grades 

6-8. Using this approach, the data indicate a 52.8 percent 

decline in 2002 enrollment between the middle school 

mean and the senior class. That rate of decline has been 
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reduced to 37.4 percent in 2008—indicating that the 

district is holding on to a larger share of its students 

during high school. 

Except for the 9th grade, Table III -4 reports a 

relatively steady decline in enrollment in the District 

grade after grade in 2002. While this tendency for 

enrollment to decline from grade to grade is still 

evident in 2009, it is not as pronounced as in the 

earlier years. District staff reports that the bulk of 

students leaving during 2009 were moving to another 

district in Oklahoma or out-of-state/country. 

 A byproduct of Table III -4 is additional information 

about the OKCPS District middle schools and the 

impact of charter schools. The data on total first 

quarter enrollment in this table reflects the same 

relative stability in enrollment for 2002-2008 as was 

reported in Table III-2. In very rough terms, there was 

a 3,000-student decline in enrollment in the District’s 

traditional schools and an increase in nearly the same 

amount in the District’s charter school enrollment.  

This will be discussed further.

 The performance of middle schools was a matter of great 

concern for the original citizens committee developing 

the plan for MAPS for Kids. The group noted the 

dramatic increase in enrollment in the 9th grade—with 

688 more students in 2002 apparently reflecting the fact 

that a significant number had left middle school poorly 

prepared for high school work. Initially failing to make 

progress in high school, these students “bunched up”  

in the 9th grade and were followed by substantial 

declines in enrollment from 9th to 10th and from 10th  

to 11th grades.

taBLe iii-4   
First Quarter enroLLment By graDe LeveL, oKcPs, 2002 anD 2009

Pre-Kindergarten 1,804 2,311 507

Kindergarten 3,800 1,996 3,858 1,547 58

1st grade 3,524 -276 3,727 -131 203

2nd grade 3,374 -150 3,396 -331 22

3rd grade 3,288 -86 3,284 -112 -4

4th grade 3,253 -35 3,089 -195 -164

5th grade 3,175 -78 2,915 -174 -260

6th grade 2,996 -179 2,160 -755 -836

7th grade 2,807 -189 2,163 3 -644

8th grade 2,691 -116 2,131 -32 -560

9th grade 3,379 688 2,148 17 -1,231

10th grade 2,208 -1,171 2,209 61 1

11th grade 1,892 -2,208 1,721 -488 -171

12th grade 1,336 -556 1,346 -375 10

total regular 39,527 36,458 -3,069

charter schools 1,539 4,258 2,719

total with charters 41,066 40,716 -350

grade 2002 change from 
previous grade

2009 change from 
previous grade

change from 
2002 to 2009

source: oKcPs, Planning, research and evaluation Department
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source: oKcPs District 2008-09 statistical Profile

taBLe iii-5 
cHarter scHooLs anD totaL enroLLment, oKcPs, 2009

Pre-K through 5 888 22,580 23,468 3.8

6 through 8 1,487 6,454 7,941 18.7

9 through 12 1,883 7,424 9,307 20.2

Total 4,258 36,458 40,716 10.5

grade level charter school 
enrollment

regular school 
enrollment

total district 
enrollment

Percent charter 
schools

 This “bunching up” of enrollment in the 9th grade was 

not a feature of the 2009 enrollment pattern. However, 

the data reflects a different feature, which again 

suggests challenges at the middle school level exhibited 

by a massive decline in enrollment of 755 between the 

5th and 6th grades. This may reflect an aversion by 

parents/guardians of sending elementary school children 

to the District’s middle schools or the high schools 

where students attending range from 7th to 12th grade. 

Students are either opting out of OKCPS for another 

district or they are dropping out. In 2008-09, four of  

the district’s seven middle schools were classified as  

“In Need of Improvement” under the criteria of the 

federal No Child Left Behind Act. The middle school 

components of two of the high schools were also 

included in this category. 

structuraL Features anD cHange,  

Pre-K tHru 12tH graDe 

In Table III-2, the structure of public school enrollment 

in the three-county area of Canadian, Cleveland and 

Oklahoma is presented. Emphasis is on the OKCPS 

District “market share.” Here we note private schools 

and home schooling as two other structural features 

affecting market share, along with the major, essentially 

internal shifts in the structure of the District away from 

regular schools toward charter schools. 

 There is no detailed data available on private schools 

similar to that reported by the Oklahoma State 

Department of Education. The National Center for 

Education Statistics (NCES) latest estimates show 

private school enrollment in Oklahoma equivalent to 

5.6 percent of the total public school enrollment for 

2005. If that same relationship applied to the relevant 

three-county area in 2008, there would have been 

roughly 10,000 private school students. This is probably 

a conservative estimate. It proved to be an easy task 

to use the Journal Record’s 2009 Education Guide 

to identify 18 private schools in the area with current 

enrollment of 8,428. 

Data on home schooling is even scarcer. In 2003, the 

NCES estimated that nationwide 2.2 percent of students 

were home schooled. That ratio would suggest that 

perhaps 3,500 students in the three-county area are 

home schooled. Again, this is probably a conservative 

estimate—given the extensive conservative religious 

orientation of the area.

Much more data is available for charter schools.  

The schools are chartered by the OKCPS District and 

are financed through the District. School districts 

are responsible for ensuring that charter schools are 

performing in an effective manner. Charter schools are 

considered public schools, and the students attending 

are considered district students, just like students 

attending the District’s traditional schools. The original 

Oklahoma Charter School Act was passed in 1999, less 

than two years before the MAPS for Kids vote. In 2002, 

the OKCPS District charter schools’ enrollment was 
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1,539. By 2009-10, the District has 13 charter schools with enrollment of  

4,532 students—representing close to an enrollment increase of 200 percent. 

Currently, the District’s charter schools appear to be more attractive at the 

middle and high school levels than for the lower grades (Table III-5) where 

they only account for 3.8 percent of District enrollment at the Pre-Kindergarten 

(Pre-K) through 5th grade levels. However, charter schools account for 18.7 

percent of middle school and 20.2 percent of high school enrollment in the 

District. It is reasonable to assume that an important share of the OKCPS 

District’s traditional schools’ significant drop in enrollment between the 5th 

and 6th grades reflect shifts to the District’s charter schools (see Table III-4).

Operating costs for charter schools are financed through the state’s funding 

formula just like any other public school. The state aid money going to the 

charter school flows through the OKCPS District finances where it may take 

up to five percent for administrative costs. According to the State Department 

of Education’s Oklahoma Cost Accounting System, the OKCPS District’s total 

current expenditures in 2008 were $310.5 million, of which $34.9 million was 

allocated to the District’s charter schools. 

governance  

The District has an extensive administrative structure, but for the purpose of 

the Task Force report our focus is limited to the position of the superintendent 

and the chair of the Board of Education. The Oklahoma Office of Accountability 

reports that OKCPS District administration accounted for 7 percent of total 

costs in 2002 excluding debt service. That share of costs has dropped to 6.2 

percent in 2008. 

tHe District's
cHarter scHooLs 
aPPear to Be more 
attractive at tHe 
miDDLe anD HigH 
scHooL LeveLs.
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 In the roughly 16 years before the Project KIDS committee began its work there 

had been three different superintendents leading the OKCPS District. A new 

“Chief Executive Officer (CEO),” a known management expert, took charge 

of the District during the committee’s work in 2000-2001. Oklahoma statutes 

were changed so that the CEO could become superintendent without passing 

through the traditional education-oriented requirements. During the eight years 

following the MAPS for Kids vote (November 2001), the District has had four 

superintendents and three temporary superintendents carrying the titles of 

“interim” or “acting.” The longest tenure was three years under one individual, 

but with the exception of that, there has been substantial turnover of the 

District’s top administrator. Current Superintendent Karl Springer’s tenure has 

not yet been defined since he was named in July 2008 and is currently in the 

midst of his second year in the position. 

 One other significant change in the District administrative structure that resulted 

from a recommendation of the Project KIDS committee was the addition of an 

at-large chairman position to the Board of Education. This involved the statutory 

creation of an eighth member of the Board who is elected at large within the 

District and serves as chairman. There has been substantially less turnover  

with respect to the Board of Education chair position than was the case with 

the position of superintendent. 

Federal and state controls of  
the oKcPs District’s Policies

The State Department of Education’s (SDE) compendium of state government 

laws affecting local school districts is currently 764 pages long. The table 

of contents alone for the federal government’s Elementary and Secondary 

Education Act requires 18 pages. Suffice it to say that much of the structure 

and conduct of schools in Oklahoma is affected by state and federal legislation.

In particular, two very important pieces of legislation, which have passed since 

the 2001 MAPS for Kids vote, has had a major impact on the OKCPS District. 

These are the federal government’s No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which is 

a component of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and 

the state government’s Achieving Classroom Excellence Act (ACE) of 2005. 

 No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) —This federal legislation, signed by 

President George W. Bush in early 2002, has had a profound impact on public 

school operations throughout the nation. The basic purpose of the legislation 

is to assure that, by 2014, the nation’s students are proficient in reading and 

mathematics. The requirement applies to all students including those from 
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economically disadvantaged families, major ethnic and 

racial groups, students with disabilities, and students 

with limited English proficiency. The ultimate means by 

which the federal government enforces this conduct 

is through federal payments made to schools to aid 

disadvantaged students under Title I of ESEA. 

Extensive testing, uniquely designed by each of the 

states, is applied on an annual basis to assure that 

schools and the above sub-groups of students are 

making “Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP)” toward the 

achievement of the 2014 goal. If a school fails to achieve 

AYP for any or all of its subgroups, it is subject year after 

year to increased sanctions. Schools failing to make AYP 

are initially classified and publicized as “Schools in Need 

of Improvement.”  After that, schools continuing to fail 

to achieve AYP are subject to “Corrective Action” and 

ultimately to “Restructuring.” This latter classification 

is to involve extreme measures such as reopening the 

school as a public charter school, replacing all or most 

of the school staff, turning the school over to a private 

management company, or turning the school over to be 

administered by the state’s department of education. 

 With 90.7 percent of its students eligible for free and 

reduced price meals, the OKCPS District is eligible 

to receive substantial Title I funding from the federal 

government. Needless to say, the No Child Left Behind 

Act has resulted in the implementation of extensive 

high-stakes testing and curricular focus on reading and 

mathematics. This may have involved a reduction in 

emphasis in other academic fields; testing in science 

and biology has only recently been added to the federally 

mandated program.

The SDE reports the number of schools failing to achieve 

AYP by number of years for which they failed. For the 

OKCPS District in the 2008-2009 academic year, the 

number of schools by years of failure to achieve AYP 

were: nine (9) schools—one year; three (3) schools—

two years; two (2) schools—three years; two (2) 

schools—four years. Thus 16 of the OKCPS District’s  

79 traditional schools were reported as having AYP 

problems (20 percent).

At the time the federal AYP requirements were being 

implemented, Oklahoma had already developed an index 

whose data provided much of the inputs for AYP. In 1999, 

the Oklahoma Legislature required the State Board of 

Education to develop an Academic Performance Index 

(API) which was to include such variables as attendance 

rates, dropout rates, test scores, graduation rates 

and ACT scores. As would be expected, there is great 

variation in API scores across the OKCPS District. In 

2009, the District’s overall API was 1164. This variation 

is illustrated by the incidence of schools with APIs less 

than 1000. Such low performing schools included 11  

of 58 grade schools, five of 13 middle schools, six of  

11 high schools, and two of 13 charter schools. 

tHe comPenDium 
oF state LaWs 
aFFecting scHooL 
Districts is 764 
Pages Long.
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taBLe iii-6,  
seLecteD Data, oKLaHoma city  
PuBLic scHooLs, 2001-2002 anD 2007-2008

average DaiLy memBersHiP  
aDm (enrollment)

39,309 39,915

raciaL/etHnic maKe-uP 

American Indian 2,241 2,115

Asian 1,061 1,078

African American 14,151 12,134

Hispanic 9,906 15,607

White Non-Hispanic 11,950 8,981

stuDents eLigiBLe  
For Free/reDuceD  
Price meaLs (%)

79.6 84.1

stuDents in sPeciaL 
eDucation (%)

15.8 13.0

exPenDitures Per aDm ($ )

Instruction 3,684 4,276

Total 6,760 7,950

stuDent PerFormance

5th grade core curriculum test 
(% satisfactory)

Math 60 84

Science 60 78

Reading 54 85

8th grade core curriculum test  
(% satisfactory)

Math 48 73

Science 58 82

Reading 55 73

graduation rate 
(9th graders 4 years earlier)

44.4 56.2

average act score 19 19

coLLege cHaracteristics

OK College going rate  
for graduates (3 yr. % av.)

46.8 53.8

Students taking  
remedial courses (%)

61.0 57.9

College completion rate (%) 25.1 27.7

oklahoma city  
Public school District

2001-2002 2007-2008

source: oklahoma office of accountability, Profiles 2002 and 2008

Achieving Classroom Excellence Act of 2005 (ACE)— 

A key part of this legislation involved specifying mastery 

of state academic content standards in certain fields as 

a prerequisite for high school graduation (SB 982). The 

SDE refers to this as the “College Preparatory/Work 

Ready Curriculum.” The SDE indicates that in order 

to achieve the necessary proficiency on state end-of-

instruction criterion-referenced tests, it is expected that 

students complete the following in high school:

•	 Four units of English

•	 Three units of mathematics

•	 Three units of laboratory science 

•	 Three units of history and citizenship skills

•	 Two units of a non-English foreign language  

or two units of computer technology

•	 One additional unit from the above subjects  

or a  career-tech course approved for college 

admission  requirements

•	 One unit or set of competencies in performance  

or visual arts

The ACE curriculum broadens the statutory curriculum 

requirements for Oklahoma students well beyond  

the No Child Left Behind Act’s emphasis on English  

and mathematics.

 Subject to regulations by the State Board of Education, 

exemptions from these requirements are permitted for 

certain students, such as those with learning disabilities 

who have Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) and 

students having difficulties with the English language. 

oKcPs Features over time and 

comparison with neighboring Districts

In Table III-6, major features of the OKCPS District are 

reviewed for 2002 and 2008. Comparisons with selected 

neighboring districts are presented for 2008 in Table 
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III-7. In both tables, there is emphasis placed on student 

performance—including performance in higher education. 

Data on the District’s racial /ethnic demographics shows 

the dramatic changes that have taken place since the 

November 2001 vote. The district’s relatively constant 

enrollment has involved significant reductions in white 

non-Hispanic and African American students, offset 

by a massive infusion of Hispanic students. These big 

shifts have created significant challenges in the delivery 

of education services. Added to this challenge is an 11 

percent increase by 2009-10 in the share of students 

from families whose incomes are so low that the students 

are eligible for free and reduced price meals. 

Given the pressures for improved student performance 

of the federal No Child Left Behind Act and the state 

Achieving Classroom Excellence Act, it is to be expected 

that student performance on the state criterion-

referenced tests would improve between 2002-2008. 

The OKCPS District’s share of students performing at a 

satisfactory level on these tests grew substantially (Table 

III-6). However, the performance of 8th graders was less 

favorable than for 5th graders. In 2008, 27 percent of the 

District’s 8th graders did not perform satisfactorily on 

both the math and the reading tests. 

 There was an increase in graduation rates from 44.4 

percent to 56.2 percent between 2002-2008, with 

comparable data showing an increase to 70.4 percent  

in 2009 from 2008. The OKCPS District’s average ACT 

test score remained at 19. These results are in the face 

of an increase in the share of students taking the test— 

a feature that might have been expected to drive down 

ACT scores. All of this was related to a 7-percentage 

point increase in the share of the OKCPS District’s 

students going on to a public college or university in 

Oklahoma. Unfortunately, over half of the District’s 

students were not adequately prepared to undertake 

college work and needed remedial courses as compared 

to the state average of 36.5 percent. Only one out of four 

students going to college completed a bachelor’s degree 

in six years or an associate’s degree in three. 

 Table III -7 contains comparative data for the OKCPS 

District and nine neighboring districts in central 

Oklahoma. All of the data is derived from the Oklahoma 

Office of Accountability’s Profiles 2008 District Report. 

This table essentially fleshes out the above discussion 

on the OKCPS District’s market share by reviewing 

comparative details on what it means to be an “urban” 

school district. These details include the following about 

the District compared to the overall “market”:

•	 Slower enrollment growth—Only one of the nine 

districts selected for comparison had a slower rate 

of enrollment growth than OKCPS during 2002-

2008. In fact, only three of the nine districts had 

smaller absolute enrollment change.

onLy 1 out oF 4 stuDents 
going to coLLege 
comPLeteD a BacHeLor’s 
Degree in 6 years or an 
associate’s Degree in 3. 
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•	 More racial/ethnic diversity—None of the selected districts had nearly 

the degree of racial /ethnic diversity as OKCPS. However, both Putnam 

City and Mid-Del gave evidence of trending toward the characteristics 

of an urban district. 

•	 Higher incidence of poverty—None of the districts came close to 

OKCPS with respect to the share of pupils from families whose incomes 

are so low that the children are eligible for free and reduced price meals.

•	 Relatively higher expenditures per pupil—At $7,950 per student in 

average daily membership, the OKCPS District led the group for this 

variable. The make-up of the District’s student population automatically 

results in the receipt of payments permitting “compensating expenditure” 

for its hard-to-educate clientele. This includes payments from the 

Oklahoma’s state aid formula and from federal Title I money. The OKCPS 

District, for example, spent nearly 20 percent more per student than 

Deer Creek—arguably the district with the best performing students 

of the entire group. Critics of this pattern argue that this illustrates that 

more money is not a basis for improving education; defenders argue 

that even the higher expenditure per pupil does not compensate for the 

challenges presented by an urban school district’s students. However, 

the demographics for the Deer Creek school district are substantially 

different than that of OKCPS District students.

•	 Lower performance on mandated tests—In spite of the tremendous 

improvements in share of students performing adequately on the state’s 

tests illustrated in Table III -6, the OKCPS District is still behind all of  

the nine competing districts—especially for 8th grade math and reading.  

The District also lags others with respect to ACT scores.

•	 Higher dropout rates—Student retention in the high school years is 

much less than is observed in the other nine districts.

•	 Poor student performance in college—The OKCPS District’s in-state 

college going rate is lower than seven of the nine districts selected for 

comparison. With 57.9 percent requiring remedial courses, the District’s 

students appear much less ready for higher education than the other  

nine districts’ graduating seniors. Another disappointing statistic is  

once in college, the OKCPS District’s students are less likely to graduate. 

This low graduation rate is a function both of being less prepared and, 

perhaps more important, low family income levels making it financially 

difficult to remain in college.
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taBLe iii-7,  
seLecteD Data, oKLaHoma city PuBLic scHooLs, 2001-2002 anD 2007-2008

average DaiLy memBersHiP (aDm) 
Enrollment

School year ending 2002 39,309 4,338 1,750 17,457 14,088 18,195 6,668 12,898 19,179 5,787 616,921

School year ending 2008 39,915 4,866 3,101 19,704 14,427 20,729 8,154 13,678 18,367 6,873 634,251

Percent change,  
2002-2008

1.5 12.2 77.2 12.9 2.4 13.9 22.3 6.0 -4.2 18.8 2.8

raciaL/etHnic maKeuP (%)

Caucasian  
(white non-Hispanic)

23 75 84 76 50 66 76 75 52 83 58

African American 31 5 4 11 30 7 3 7 25 3 11

Hispanic 38 3 3 5 5 9 6 7 14 6 10

Native American 5 16 4 4 12 13 9 8 4 6 19

Asian 3 1 4 4 2 5 6 3 4 2 2

Free/reDuceD meaLs 
(%)

84.1 32.3 5.2 21.8 57.1 34.1 28.7 38.8 54.9 30.6 56.0

stuDents in sPeciaL 
eDucation (%)

13.0 14.3 12.2 13.4 14.0 13.6 11.1 15.2 13.3 11.6 15.0

Expenditures per ADM ($)

Instruction 4,276 3,654 3,594 3,774 4,364 3,829 3,570 3,965 4,141 3,595 4,237

Total 7,950 6,261 6,635 6,761 7,667 6,817 6,183 6,726 7,317 6,704 7,605

stuDent PerFormance

5th grade core curriculum test (% satisfactory)

Math 84 90 98 98 92 96 94 97 91 94 90

Science 78 92 98 98 91 95 94 92 87 90 88

Reading 85 91 98 97 91 95 92 95 92 90 88

8th grade core curriculum test (% satisfactory)

Math 73 86 99 96 91 93 93 92 88 94 85

Science 82 96 99 99 91 96 97 96 93 99 92

Reading 73 86 98 97 89 89 95 93 87 96 87

average act score 19.0 20.3 23.2 23.6 20.5 22.2 22.2 23.5 22.0 21.8 20.8

4-year DroPout rate  
(%, class of 2008)

21.2 11.2 5.1 3.1 8.4 10.9 9.9 10.7 12.6 10.2 13.2

coLLege cHaracteristics

OK College going rate for 
graduates (3 yr. % av.)

53.8 53.3 65.7 64.4 52.9 68.8 60.4 63.4 62.1 54.3 52.8

Students taking  
remedial courses (%)

57.9 35.3 15.7 14.0 42.4 30.6 32.6 28.4 24.1 28.5 36.5

College completion (%) 27.7 40.4 51.8 51.1 35.7 41.8 43.1 45.2 47.1 40.6 44.1
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Looking Back… 
The History of MAPS for Kids

oKLaHoma city’s transFormation into  

an “urBan” scHooL District

Two underlying factors worked to transform Oklahoma City Public Schools 

into an “urban” school district whose problems were the target of the Project 

Kids initiative. The first of these factors reflects the natural process often 

referred to as the “filtering” of an urban area’s housing stock. As cities age, 

their housing, of course, gets older and becomes more and more obsolete. 

Housing unit prices drop, rent levels drop, and housing becomes attractive  

to families and individuals with relatively lower incomes. 

The neighborhoods in which this occurs tend to “filter” the mix of occupants 

more and more in the direction of residents with lower incomes. In the 

contemporary U.S., there tends to be a higher incidence of low family 

incomes among minority racial and ethnic groups. Prominent among these 

groups are African Americans and Hispanics. It is thus not surprising 

that there is long term housing price and rent forces at work within the 

boundaries of the OKCPS District whose student population is primarily 

African American and Hispanic.

 A second, and much more dramatic factor, resulted from court-ordered 

desegregation. School segregation in Oklahoma had been guaranteed by 

a provision in the state’s original 1907 constitution. Art. 13, Sec. 3 read: 

“Separate schools for white and colored children shall be provided by the 

Legislature and impartially maintained.” Legally segregated school systems 

were common throughout the American South. However, these systems 

were judged by the Supreme Court in 1954 to be in violation of the 14th 

amendment to the U.S. constitution in the famous case, Brown v. Board  

of Education of Topeka.

 The Brown case overruled the Oklahoma constitution. It is not an 

overstatement to suggest that an important segment of the Oklahoma City 

leadership and the OKCPS Board of Education were unenthusiastic about 

desegregation and did not support Brown’s implementation in a whole-

hearted manner. A single NAACP-initiated court case charging “foot dragging” 

by the OKCPS District went up and down from District Court to the U.S. 

Circuit Court of Appeals, to the U.S. Supreme Court and back to  
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the District Court. Finally, District Court Judge Luther Bohanon, in 

exasperation, ordered the implementation of the “Finger Plan” that resulted 

in cross-district busing to achieve balance between African American and 

Caucasian student enrollment in all school buildings. The result was as 

the 1972-73 school year began, nearly two-thirds of the OKCPS District’s 

students were attending classes in a different building than the year before. 

 The application of the Brown decision had a profound impact on our school 

district. Table IV-1 presents average daily attendance data for selected years 

from just before the Finger Plan was implemented (1970) up to the eve of 

the Project KIDS Committee (1998). The 1970’s witnessed a 41.7 percent 

drop in District average daily attendance, with its “market share” of public 

school enrollment in Canadian, Cleveland and Oklahoma counties falling from 

45.3 percent to 29.1 percent. Students left in droves for suburban districts 

and private schools. The OKCPS District obviously faced great management 

challenges associated with transforming in one decade a school system 

whose buildings and personnel were designed for 64,000 students into one 

with only 37,000 students. (Note: Table IV-1 reports students in average daily 

attendance (ADA); Table III -2 in the preceding section uses average daily 

membership (ADM) which measures enrolled students—both present and 

absent. ADA is used here because the more appropriate ADM measure is  

not reported for the earlier years covered in the table.)

The typical suburban school district in central Oklahoma will hold a vote on 

a bond issue every three years or so. This generates property tax revenues 

that assure that the districts can maintain and expand building capacity, and 

taBLe iv-1, average DaiLy attenDance, PuBLic scHooLs 
in canaDian, cLeveLanD, anD oKLaHoma counties anD 
oKcPs seLecteD years, 1970-1998

Canadian County 7,143 8,241 12,057 15,310 16,536

Cleveland County 18,057 20,214 24,739 31,424 34,258

Oklahoma County 116,307 114,997 91,709 92,850 98,641

Total, three counties 141,507 143,452 128,505 139,584 149,435

Oklahoma City 
Public Schools 
(OKCPS)

64,126 60,442 37,416 33,523 34,728

Percent of  
OKCPS share

45.3% 42.1% 29.1% 24.0% 23.2%

Public school  
districts located in:

1969-1970 1971-1972 1979-1980 1990-1991 1997-1998

source: oklahoma state Department of education, annual report 1972, 1980, 1991, and 1998
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in sPite oF a Big  
DecLine in enroLLment, 
tHe oKcPs District 
remaineD By Far tHe 
Largest system in 
centraL oKLaHoma.

that school buses can be replaced as they depreciate. 

Most bond issues pass even though a supermajority of 

60 percent is required.

Following the implementation of the Finger Plan in 1972 

through the late 1990s, the OKCPS District held few 

bond issue votes and those that were attempted failed. 

The result of three decades of deferred maintenance 

by 2001 was a district whose buildings were often in a 

state of disrepair, whose bus fleet was badly in need of 

replacement, and whose students did not have access 

to computers and updated technology. Moreover, the 

District’s financial affairs were in bad shape, resulting 

in failed annual audits and a reputation for not paying 

invoices in a timely manner. 

a citizens’ initiative 

Two elements enhanced community concern and played 

an important role in leading to the Project KIDS initiative. 

The first element was The Foundation for Oklahoma City 

Public Schools raising public awareness of the District’s 

importance to the city and the problems with its 

performance. Citizens became familiar with the District’s 

schools through The Foundation’s tutoring/mentoring 

program called Partners in Education that also offered 

opportunities for individuals to serve as “Principal for a 

Day” at the District’s school sites. These experiences 

were exceedingly influential in connecting many of those 

who became most engaged with improving the District’s 

performance and the physical buildings. 

A second element leading to MAPS for Kids is embodied 

in the initiative’s name. The leadership of Oklahoma 

City had already experienced success in creating 

a renaissance in the downtown area through the 

Metropolitan Area Projects (MAPS) program. Pride in 

the success of MAPS convinced the public that desirable 

community improvements could be managed effectively. 

Civic pride and cohesiveness was also enhanced by the 

community’s coordinated response to the most tragic 

event in the city’s history, the 1995 bombing of the 

Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. 

In spite of the big decline in enrollment experienced 

by the OKCPS District, it remained by far the largest 

system in central Oklahoma. In 1998, our District was 

still virtually twice as large as each one of the next two 

largest districts in the three-counties listed in Table 

IV-1 (Putnam City and Moore). The quality of education 

for the 38,000 students (ADM) enrolled in the OKCPS 

District was not an insignificant element in the area’s 

environment. That fact alone, tended to focus the minds 

of the community’s citizens. 
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In 1998, a group began to explore what Oklahoma 

City citizens could do to improve the performance and 

physical structure of their school district. By November, 

The Foundation approved the concept to create an 

initiative for improvement, and a month later a small 

“Research Project Committee” was born that included 

some of the city’s most prominent leaders. Additional 

members were added, and by mid-2000 a committee 

structure had evolved and the effort had taken on the 

name “Project KIDS (Keep Improving District Schools).”  

The main committee met intensively starting in 2000  

and continued well into 2001.

Early on, the basic concepts of improving the 

performance of the OKCPS District and emphasizing 

student achievement were principal considerations. 

In addition, the Project Kids Committee was keenly 

aware of the deterioration of the District’s buildings, an 

aging school bus fleet, and inadequate computer-based 

classroom equipment and technology. 

 Faced with inadequate constitutional capacity for issuing 

school bonds, the Project Kids committee made an 

attempt to use the municipal government’s sales tax 

capacity to generate sufficient revenues to bring the 

District’s school buildings up to a higher standard of 

quality. Because there were 23 other school districts, 

located in whole or in part within the boundaries of 

the City of Oklahoma City, it was necessary to develop 

plans to share revenues from a penny sales tax with 70 

percent going to the OKCPS District and the remainder 

going to the neighboring districts. With help from a 

professional architectural and engineering firm, a detailed 

set of construction plans were created to upgrade 

many existing schools and to construct new facilities 

as well. The paramount purpose of improving the school 

buildings was to improve the achievement of the 

District’s students as a result of improving the physical 

environment and providing safer facilities. 

 By August 2001, the Project KIDS Committee had 

renamed itself the “MAPS for Kids Committee” in 

recognition of the highly successful 1993 campaign  

and city program. The citizens were pleased with the 

concept of applying special, limited-time municipal  

sales tax revenues to accomplish well-defined projects. 

It was thus reasonable to use the sales tax to finance 

school improvement. Extensive community input was 

obtained on what should be included in a MAPS for  

Kids request. A final report was issued with the 

title, Project KIDS: “Building a Learning City.” Its 

recommendations were presented in the form of 

detailed answers to subcomponents of 14 questions, 

seven (7) of which addressed District academic 

achievement and seven (7) that dealt with the  

physical improvement of school buildings.  

 The Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce 

managed an effective campaign for financing of the 

MAPS for Kids physical improvements. On Nov. 13, 2001, 

an election was held to approve the municipal sales tax 

and school bonds for the OKCPS District. The result  

was voters said “yes” to a nearly $700 million program  

of capital improvement for OKCPS and 23 other  

suburban districts. 

 In 2009, the Foundation for Oklahoma City Public Schools 

created the “MAPS Community Task Force” to prepare 

this report on the progress of the OKCPS District in 

responding to the first seven recommendations of the 

2001 “Building a Learning City” report. Greater effort 

will be initiated by The Foundation going forward to 

continue to serve as an advocate for the District through 

assessment and leadership involvement.

More details can be found in a recently published book by Larkin Warner  
entitled Oklahoma City’s MAPS for Kids: A Citizens’ Initiative, (Oklahoma City:  
Full Circle Press, 2009).
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summary oF FinDings in tHe  
2009 maPs community tasK Force’s assessment:

Question 1: Preparation for early learning

A) Early childhood reading and development programs

B) Extended times of learning

C) Focus on proven learning systems

D) Provide a caring adult in each child’s life

Question 2: a safe, focused learning environment

A) Consistent enforcement of the discipline policy

B) Effective alternative education programs

C) Collaborate with other school districts and service agencies  
     to provide alternative education

D) Ensure the facility safety for students (fire alarms, construction repairs, etc.)

Question 3: What to do about middle schools

A) Clarify instructional focus

B) Restructure elementary and middle school grade configurations

Question 4: utilization of school choice

A) Encourage schools of choice

B) Cooperate with private schools to expand course offerings

Question 5: a strong and dedicated corps of teachers

A) Seek non-traditional sources for teachers

B) Offer an attractive compensation and benefits package to teachers

C) Encourage teachers to participate in continuing education & professional     
      development opportunities

D) Establish an endowment to support pay increases and development opportunities

Question 6: resources and responsibilities at school site and classroom level

A) Create a new organizational culture

B) Adopt a technologically advanced information system

C) Re-engage the community in ongoing school improvement

Question 7: effective central administration and governance policies

A) Create a system that emphasizes leadership

B) Provide improved facility construction oversight

C) Develop a strong performance evaluation and oversight function

D) Remove or revise archaic laws

rating

Average

Needs Improvement

Needs Improvement

Unsatisfactory

Average

Unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory

 
Excellent

Unsatisfactory

Needs Improvement

 
 
Average ( Increase of schools) 
Needs Improvement (District Partnership)

Needs Improvement

 

Needs Improvement

Needs Improvement 

Needs Improvement

 
Average 

Unsatisfactory

Excellent (Financial) 
Needs Improvement (Student Data)

Needs Improvement 
 
 

Needs Improvement

Excellent

Needs Improvement

Needs Improvement

Rating Definitions: 
Unsatisfactory: no significant change or effort to change. Needs improvement: Lacks evidence of meaningful progress.  
average: Progress reported, but attention is still needed along with developed strategies for improving. excellent: goal attained.
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Looking Forward…  
Community, Consistency & Creativity

As a citizen-led initiative, MAPS for Kids was the epitome of a grassroots-up 

rather than top-down effort. Citizens today can rest assured that their  

historic sales tax investment in new and renovated buildings, technology and 

buses gave the children of Oklahoma City the physical resources they need  

to succeed.

“Citizens joined with citizens are able to accomplish what no school board, 

superintendent, principal or cadre of teachers can accomplish on their own,” 

David Mathews says in his book Reclaiming Public Education by Reclaiming 

Our Democracy. There is no doubt that it was the collective work of an 

actively engaged public that led to the modernization of the Oklahoma City 

Public Schools’ buildings.

But as Ed Kelly, managing editor of The Oklahoman, said in a recent video 

editorial: “What goes on inside those great looking buildings is the only thing 

that really matters. And years from now, that is how MAPS for Kids will 

ultimately be judged.” In that sense, the truly difficult work of transforming 

Oklahoma City Public Schools has just begun. 

The Task Force Assessment identifies several positive areas of progress toward 

achieving the objectives from the 2001 “Building a Learning City” report. But 

the majority of the objectives fall into the “needs improvement” category. We 

are not blaming or excusing the school district or the community. Ultimately, 

significant progress in many areas has proven difficult in a district that has 

undergone dramatic demographic, socioeconomic and leadership changes.

It is not the job of the Task Force to prescribe solutions to the many difficult 

challenges facing the Oklahoma City Public Schools and community. We can, 

however, identify some broad themes that we believe will help the school 

district and city continue its positive transformation. The issues are complex 

and thought provoking, and warrant the beginning of a new series of community 

conversations. It is time to activate the citizen led energy that has placed us in 

the hopeful and defining moment where we find ourselves today.
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community ownership

The District and Oklahoma City community must establish a process for 

conducting ongoing community conversations about the in-school and out-

of-school factors that impact student learning in an urban setting and identify 

strategies for creating a total system of learning that will lead to improved 

student achievement.

The need for community ownership of our schools is evident. We can no 

longer simply function as “consumers” of our schools, particularly since the 

majority of our citizens do not have school-aged children. As stakeholders in 

our democracy, our city and our schools, we should be actively involved in 

shaping what the future of education will be like in our community.

consistency in Leadership

We recommend that the Oklahoma City Board of Education and community 

continue to support the leadership of Superintendent Karl Springer. It will 

be impossible to improve student achievement without consistent, steady 

leadership in the District. A major impediment to achieving the MAPS for 

Kids non-building objectives was likely the revolving door of superintendents 

that have served in the District since 2001. Implementing any substantive, 

transformative programs is virtually impossible when there is a lack of 

consistency at the CEO level.

Consistency in leadership also includes developing a clear and strategic 

focus on the core business of education. We recommend that the District 

identify consistent systems and processes to align professional development, 

curriculum and discipline practices district-wide, and evaluate those practices 

at least every three years. We also recommend that the District work with 

those outside of the Administration building, including The Foundation,  

to develop a strategic plan with clear, concise and measurable goals for 

success. While we respect the concept of site-based leadership and ability to 

customize some practices based on the unique needs of individual students, 

that must be balanced with elements of the learning process that should be 

consistent district-wide. 
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We know the District employs many high-quality, 

dedicated educators. This is evident in the number of 

its teachers who are honored for outstanding service 

through programs like the Oklahoma State Teacher of 

the Year competition, Career Technical Educator of 

the Year, Oklahoma Foundation for Excellence Teacher 

and Administrator of the Year, National Board Certified 

Teachers, and award winners of the Presidential Award 

for Science and Mathematics. District leadership should 

learn to look to its own employees to solve issues rather 

than focus on solutions always coming from a top-down 

management approach. A better perspective of those 

who are currently “in the trenches” can greatly enhance 

and accelerate implementation of changes in partnership 

with District administration.

In many ways, as a public, we are limited by our own 

experiences in public education. It is time to move 

beyond our own experiences and create a bolder vision 

of what our city and our schools can become. We are 

owners of our schools. Through MAPS for Kids we have 

invested in the fundamental facility, transportation and 

technology needs of the District. Now, the imperative  

is to invest our passion, creativity and time. 

creative and transformational change

With courage and innovation, we believe transformational 

change is possible in the OKCPS District. Courage is 

needed because transformational change is often  

dramatic and seldom incremental. Innovation is needed 

because many of the undiscovered benchmarks the 

District could embrace may lie outside of the traditional 

public education system.

We recommend that the District seek benchmarks for 

student success from across the globe and bring those 

best practices to Oklahoma City. We have to think 

differently about how we facilitate learning, including  

the structure of the school day; teacher recruitment, 

retention and professional development; and who we 

partner with to address the basic needs of our diverse 

student body. 

One example of internal creativity the District could start 

within its own ranks is to form a task force of outstanding 

educators and empower them to make recommendations 

on how issues such as retention/recruitment of teachers, 

uniformity of curriculum, issues with consistency in the 

enforcement of the discipline policy, or creating a new 

organizational structure that emphasizes leadership could 

be designed and implemented. 

WitH courage anD 
innovation, We BeLieve 
transFormationaL 
cHange is PossiBLe  
in tHe oKcPs District. 
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2009 Assessment of Questions/Objectives  
and Rating of Progress

Question 1: When children begin school 
not knowing the alphabet, colors or shapes, 
their opportunity to learn is significantly 
compromised, too often with long-term 
consequences. What steps can we take  
to better prepare children for learning?

objective a:  

establish early childhood reading  

and development programs.

A crucial problem for urban schools, including the OKCPS District in 2001, is 

many of its students are not ready to learn when they start school. Research 

shows the long term, compounding effect is poorer performance and higher 

dropout rates in middle and high school. The 2001 report recommended  

the District collaborate with community partners, parents and guardians  

to develop early childhood reading and development programs for critical 

need students. Critical need students are defined as those who have, “no 

pre-schooling or reading preparedness and come from homes where English 

is a second language.” The committee suggested, rather than the OKCPS 

District manage school preparation programs, a nonprofit entity should  

be identified or formed to coordinate the aggregation of resources already 

available within the community, but duplication of services be avoided.
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2009 assessment 

Since the preparation of the 2001 ”Building a Learning 

City” report, there is increasing interest in assuring 

young children are ready for school. The issue of 

readiness is particularly important for large “urban” 

school districts, such as OKCPS, where many students 

come from relatively low-income households with 

significant shares of students from families in which 

English is not the primary language. 

At the outset, it is noted the goal of having such 

programs in operation for 5,000 students by 2005 was 

probably unrealistic. Neither the financial resources nor 

the physical space was sufficient to cover such a goal. 

Nevertheless, several developments reflect progress  

in this area: 

•	 Kindergarten enrollment (including the transitional 

T1) remained relatively stable at about 3,800 

students between 2002 and 2008. However, the 

share of students attending full-day kindergarten 

has risen significantly from 49 percent in 2007 to 

100 percent in 2009-10. 

•	 The District’s Pre-K program has expanded 

significantly since voters passed MAPS for Kids. 

Pre-K enrollment grew 28 percent from 1,804 in 

2002 to 2,303 in 2008. 

•	 The link between capital improvement goals and 

student readiness is emphasized by the fact that 

increased full-time kindergarten enrollment 

has been limited by space. The new MAPS for 

Kids-financed building space make the expanded 

kindergarten and Pre-K usage possible.

•	 OKCPS first graders are tending to perform 

better on reading criterion referenced tests 

two years later in the third grade. In 2004-05, only 

66 percent of the third graders were scoring at 

satisfactory or advanced levels; that share has 

risen to 78 percent in 2008. This is evidence  

of young students being better prepared when  

they start first grade. 

•	 OKCPS is a partner in the newly established, 

innovative “Oklahoma City Educare” that provides 

intensive, specialized services to at-risk children. 

It is a comprehensive program that begins at the 

prenatal level and the privately funded facilities 

house services for 200 children and their families. 

Educare truly represents early childhood 

education at its most comprehensive, highest 

quality level and is the best practice for the 

District to model. 

•	 The District’s “Even Start” early childhood 

education program focuses on the essential 

components of family literacy. Services are 

provided to Hispanic children and their families. 

This is especially important given the fact that the 

OKCPS District’s Hispanic enrollment share now 

exceeds 40 percent. 

Despite the progress, challenges in assuring school 

readiness still remained in 2009. These challenges 

are evident in student performance on the state-

mandated criterion reference (CRT) tests reported in the 

district's annual Statistical Profile reports. Third grade 

performance continued to reflect the effects of children 

not being ready for schooling and not able to progress 

through the primary grades. While there are significant 

increases in share of third graders performing proficiently 

in reading since MAPS for Kids, there are individual 

elementary schools in need of intensive preparation and 

remediation. For example, in 2007-08 students failing 

to read at proficient or above levels stood at 53 percent, 

54 percent, and 60 percent, respectively, at Edwards 

Elementary, Green Pastures Elementary, and F.D. Moon 

Academy. These students are likely to have serious 

problems advancing their education if this deficit is  

not reversed.

Unfortunately, comparative observations on student 

performance over time on the state-mandated CRT  

tests cannot be made beyond the 2007-08 school 

year. In 2008-09, the State Department of Education 

redefined and raised the cut-off scores needed to 
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achieve the "satisfactory" or "advanced" test scores for 

students to be classified as "proficient" in the various 

fields. This was done in order to bring Oklahoma test 

results more in line with national performance data. 

This lack of comparability over time is noted in the 

district's Statistical Profile report for 2008-09. At the 

points where aggregate district test data are reported, 

the Profile states "Previous year's CRT results are not 

comparable due to significant changes in criteria by the 

State Department of Education for Spring, 2009 tests."   

It would probably have been helpful for the above 

warning to appear for each of the elementary schools 

reported in the 2008-09 Statistical Profile report.  

This is illustrated in the scores reported for the three 

schools mentioned above. For comparison, in 2008-09, 

the percent of third-graders not proficient in reading 

digressed to 79 percent at Edwards, 69 percent at Moon, 

and 64 percent at Green Pastures. This apparent higher 

incidence of below proficient performance in comparison 

with 2007-08 could have been wholly or partially due to 

the official raising of the cut-off scores. However, the 

challenge remains.

Evidence of challenges the District faces when young 

students start attending school is found as well in results 

of the DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy 

Skills) test for students entering kindergarten. While 

there has been recent improvement in performance on 

this test, 61.5 percent of the youngest students were 

classified as “at risk” for reading difficulties in 2008-

09. This emphasizes the critical importance of the District 

to work with The Foundation to build partnerships that 

can assist in further expanding early childhood education 

programs in Oklahoma City.

Rating: AVERAGE  

objective B:  

extend the times of learning.

The 2001 committee recommended that the District 

investigate the benefits of partnering with private/public 

partners to provide educational programs before and after 

school. For efficiency and equity among pre-school 

programs, processes should be in place to allow access  

to existing quality programs regardless of income and 

whether the programs were presently designated “private”  

or “public.” The committee suggested potential partners 

could be community, faith-based and government entities 

serving K-12 youth, private schools and corporations.

In addition, the committee suggested extending the day  

and developing summer school programs for students 

who need extra assistance or want to complete advanced 

academic work, but the program should be structured 

particularly toward younger children so as to demonstrate 

meaningful achievement improvements.

over 60 Percent oF tHe
youngest stuDents 
Were cLassiFieD as 
“at risK” For reaDing 
DiFFicuLties in 2008-09. 
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2009 assessment 

Three developments during the period since 2001-02 

involve extended learning times: Full-day kindergarten; 

the use of a continuous learning calendar at some 

schools; and the provision of supplemental educational 

services. All three represent the basic concept that 

performance is related to time-on-task.

Full-day kindergarten is discussed in the response 

to Objective A for Question 1. For 2009-10, OKCPS 

has the mandate, capacity and resources to offer full-

day kindergarten for 100 percent of its students. This 

will assure more extensive readiness for students to 

undertake first grade work. 

Three of the District’s elementary schools are using a 

continuous learning calendar with students attending 

during a 42-week period as opposed to the regular 

36-week calendar. The school year includes two-

week intercessions during which students have the 

opportunities for enrichment and remediation. By 

reducing the length of the summer vacation, students 

tend to retain more of what they have learned from the 

preceding grade according to national research and the 

OKCPS District experience.

Supplemental educational services have been 

implemented as a result of the federal No Child Left 

Behind Act mandates that include tutoring services by 

state approved providers purchased by the District for 

eligible students from low-income families attending 

schools who fail to perform up to expectations. During 

2008-09, a mid-year report indicated that 1,775 students 

received this tutoring service at a cost to the District  

of $2.6 million.

Extended learning time requires additional teaching 

time and ancillary services. This objective automatically 

faces budget constraints. The MAPS for Kids committee 

recommended that the District seek private, federal and 

state grants, and private contributions to expand learning 

times. It also recommended partnering with faith-based 

entities and private schools. The District responded 

early to the state government’s mandate that full-day 

kindergarten be offered no later than 2011-12. Title I 

federal dollars have been used for the supplemental 

educational services, thus the District had little  

choice but to offer only these two forms of expanded 

learning time.

recent DroPouts Were  
asKeD WHat WouLD  
Have maDe a DiFFerence  
in motivating tHem to  
stay in scHooL? tHe  
ansWer is oFten,  
“KnoWing tHere Was  
one aDuLt tHat careD.”
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The District describes the continuous learning calendar 

as a success, but it is not clear why it has only been 

adopted in three elementary schools where 989 students 

were enrolled during the 2008-09 school year. It does 

appear that plans include a major shift to longer school 

days for middle school students where the OKCPS 

District continues to exhibit the weakest academic 

performance, but there does not appear to be a specific 

plan and timeline for implementation.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

objective c:  

utilize effective, proven learning 

systems in all classrooms.

The District should consider a “warranty,” guaranteeing 

patrons that students will read by the third grade or 

at grade level after a student has been in the District 

system for three years. The 2001 report suggested 

focusing on the youngest children first and dovetailing 

with the early childhood reading programs also proposed 

in its report. It also suggested the fundamentals of 

math must be an equal priority with the goal to have at 

least 70 percent of first through third graders earning 

70 percent or greater on the state mandated Criterion 

Reference Test.

The 2001 report pointed out the District’s administration 

is responsible for ensuring that each school has the 

necessary resources to meet its responsibilities of 

teaching children – requiring resources to be distributed 

in equitable and effective ways. In addition, each site-

based management team will be responsible for creating  

a system to identify and prioritize replacement and 

addition of needed supplies and equipment throughout 

the school year within the agreed upon budget.

2009 assessment 

The earlier focus on the “Core Knowledge” system has 

not been maintained in the District. The “A+ Schools” 

(formerly A+Arts) system is in place in ten of the 

district’s elementary schools and six of the District’s 

charter schools. These are the schools in which the 

faculties have made a strong commitment to arts 

integration as well. “Great Expectations” is still being 

utilized and has some degree of involvement in 28 

schools. The District is also pleased with the effects  

on general reading achievement of the “Accelerated 

Reader” program guiding the development of 

independent reading.

However, the District provided the Task Force with 

a description of 45 different programs ranging from 

“Accelerator Reader/Star” to “YMCA Before and After 

School.” Many of these programs are important, but 

there still appears to be an excessively large number—

perhaps still subject to the criticism of simply being 

the “flavor of the month.” Recognition of this problem 

is partially reflected in the recent appointment of a 

new administrative position of “Executive Director of 

Secondary Reform.”

With the construction and remodeling of school buildings 

and the extensive addition of computer equipment, 

there is little doubt that classrooms are much better 

equipped than was the case at the time of MAPS for 

Kids. It is recommended the District conduct an audit of 

the curriculum and character programs listed in its self 

assessment to determine what is actively being used 

and what programs show the highest rate of success to 

begin to focus measurements on what works. 

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

objective D:  

Provide a caring adult in each child’s life.

The 2001 Project KIDS report proposed The Foundation 

for Oklahoma City Public Schools create a program to 

match caring, encouraging adults with children who 

would benefit from constructive adult relationships or 

coordinate services with Big Brothers/Big Sisters or 

similar community agencies by the fall of 2002. It was 

recent DroPouts Were  
asKeD WHat WouLD  
Have maDe a DiFFerence  
in motivating tHem to  
stay in scHooL? tHe  
ansWer is oFten,  
“KnoWing tHere Was  
one aDuLt tHat careD.”
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recommended that the principals in each school review 

with teachers the level of support each child receives, as 

well as academic performance and interest, and identify 

children who would benefit from the time and attention 

of a caring adult. 

The Foundation operated a program called Partners in 

Education, which matched employees of participating 

companies and members of civic and faith-based 

organizations with elementary school children to provide 

reading and tutoring support while serving as a role 

model and friend. The 2001 report recommended the 

proposed mentoring program could be coordinated with 

the Foundation’s Partners in Education program, with 

the adult providing mentoring and nurturing support. 

Ideally, these adult volunteers would be located in the 

neighborhood of the school and could be retired people 

or individuals from churches and civic organizations.

2009 assessment:  

Research shows successful Partner in Education 

programs have significant staffing and internal support/

participation from their public school district in addition 

to participation from local Chambers of Commerce and 

school foundations. When The Foundation conducted 

a self assessment of its Partners in Education program 

compared to other highly successful programs, it was 

apparent that the current model of The Foundation being 

the single coordinator of mentoring/tutoring in Oklahoma 

City was not succeeding without active participation 

from the District.

Even in the absence of a coordinated mentoring/tutoring 

program District-wide, numerous private companies in 

the Oklahoma City metro area have selected specific 

schools to provide mentors/tutors along with significant 

financial support in order to address needs that urban 

schools experience with an at-risk student population. 

In addition, community-based organizations such as 

Whiz Kids, a faith-based, one-on-one volunteer tutoring/

mentoring program, focuses on first through eighth 

grade students who live in the District with the highest 

drop-out rates and lowest socioeconomic levels. As of 

the 2008-09 school year, Whiz Kids accounted for nearly 

1,000 students participating in this program that pair 

metro area citizens with students for an after school time 

each week that includes a meal and tutoring/mentoring 

time. Unfortunately, the lack of District participation 

and coordination has resulted in private partnerships 

experiencing serious obstacles when leadership changes 

at the school site occur. 

By 2009 standards, the need for active tutoring and 

mentoring in the District is no less important now than 

it was in 2001. In fact, with the increase in the poverty, 

homelessness, and English language learner rates it 

is a critical need. In listening conferences with recent 

dropouts in the District when the students were asked 

what would have made a difference in motivating them 

to stay in school the answer is often, “knowing there 

was one adult that cared if I stayed in school.”

It is recommended that the District’s administration work 

with The Foundation to either benchmark one of the 

more successful programs in an urban school district or 

evaluate what steps need to occur and make strategic 

plans to implement and raise financial support for a 

comprehensive mentoring program. There should be clear 

processes that encourage more one-on-one mentoring, 

especially in those schools where students are at highest 

risk to dropout. The model should be well understood 

and consistent for each school as far as the expectations 

and processes for implementation and coordination. The 

plan needs to include goals, objectives and timelines for 

implementation and determine what will define “success” 

in the District by the fall of 2011.

Rating: UNSATISFACTORY
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Question 2: When lack of safety is a legitimate 
concern, either because of specific student 
behavior or the condition of our schools, 
students are denied critical resources for 
learning. How can the school system provide  
a safe, focused learning environment?

objective a:  

consistent enforcement of discipline policy

A safe and orderly school environment for students, teachers and volunteers 

is an essential component of a high-performing school. In 2001, the 

committee was clear that “the majority who behave well should not be 

punished for the disruptive few.” It was recommended that a guide outlining 

policies, expectations and consequences for attendance, discipline, dress 

codes, weapons, illegal substances, and other policies should be reviewed 

and updated annually by the OKCPS District Administration. Teachers and 

site administrators must be held accountable for consistently enforcing 

policies. Principals must enforce attendance and discipline policies and take 

the lead role in communicating with parents/guardians about attendance and 

behavioral standards, as well as consequences. Finally, it was recommended 

the District communicate with the community to explain the rationale of 

these policies and make it clear to teachers, students, parents, and guardians 

that the discipline policies will be enforced.
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2009 assessment:   

In 2006, the District initiated the Student Code of 

Conduct Committee to focus its efforts on this objective. 

The committee was comprised of two parents, three 

teachers, two assistant principals, and three Regional 

Executive Directors. The purpose of the committee “was 

to develop a proposal for leadership and implementation 

of a consistent, uniform, and realistic student code of 

conduct for the Oklahoma City Public Schools, utilizing 

data-driven, research-based models and strategies.”  

The Committee also adopted a Student Code of Conduct 

Belief Statement that provided the guiding principles  

for the development of the Code of Conduct for the 

entire District.

The Committee completed its work in 2006 and 

recommended a new comprehensive Student Code of 

Conduct. The new Code was adopted and implemented 

throughout the District beginning in late October 2006.  

It outlined various student behaviors and the minimum 

and maximum level of teacher or administrator  

action for each offense. Also, the Code is widely 

distributed in writing to all administrators, teachers, 

students and parents as well as being available on the  

District’s website.

What is clear is that the District, although delayed until 

2006-07, did develop and implement a comprehensive 

Student Code of Conduct with a database that allows  

the District to more easily track and assess discipline 

issues. This gives site administrators access to data to 

help them better determine if the schools are providing  

a safe environment that is focused on learning.  

The District should be commended for achieving  

this important first step.

What is less clear, and somewhat due to the relatively 

recent implementation of the new comprehensive Code, 

is a determination of its impact (positive, negative or 

neutral) on improving the learning environment. That 

said, it appears that the uniform Code has focused a 

higher level of attention to discipline concerns, provided 

a framework to continue monitoring and evaluating the 

effectiveness of the Code, and has been instrumental in 

more consistency in outlining the expectations for student 

behavior and also in the actions taken when infractions occur.

Given that the implementation of a uniform Code is a good 

first step, it is recommended that the District remain 

committed to following through to ensure that the Code is 

not only adopted, but is consistently administered in each 

and every school. There is some evidence to suggest that 

more effort is required to achieve a high level of compliance 

and consistency at all schools in the District. Concerns 

about discipline, lack of consistency in enforcing the Code, 

and safety still exist at several schools.

It is also recommended that the District implement an 

evaluation process that not only seeks to have a reduction  

of discipline problems, but also seeks to improve the 

learning environment at all levels at each school.

Rating: AVERAGE

objective B:  

effective alternative education programs.

The 2001 committee believed alternative education 

should provide a constructive learning environment for 

students who are continually disruptive or have other 

circumstances that prevent them from performing well in 

a traditional classroom setting. The report made clear that 

alternative education was not to be confused with special 

education for students with learning disabilities, should 

move beyond punitive, and must be rehabilitative to help 

students integrate back into a traditional classroom. The 

recommendation was that the OKCPS District would provide 

an alternative education system that meets the needs of the 

equal number of students needing the services.

2009 assessment:  

For the purposes of this assessment and for evaluating 

future progress, it is important to make the distinction 

between alternative education and alternative placement—

both of which are managed by the District. Alternative 

Education is defined by the State Department of Education 
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as a “choice” program – meaning that the student 

chooses to attend the program because of a specific 

need (pregnancy, illness, behavioral issues, truancy, etc.). 

This definition, along with a list of 17 criteria established 

by Oklahoma state statues distinguishes alternative 

education programs from alternative placement. 

Alternative placement is not considered a choice 

program, but involves residential facilities with varying 

guidelines based on differing federal /state agency 

oversight (Department of Human Services, Oklahoma 

Juvenile Authority, etc.) and numerous private contracts. 

It was described to the Task Force as an “administrative 

nightmare” for a District to oversee in regards to 

providing a standard of education for its students in 

alternative placement.

The District, with support from the State Department 

of Education, provides certified alternative education 

programs primarily through Emerson High School 

(Emerson Outreach and Emerson Metro), Justice 

Alma Wilson’s Seeworth Academy (a charter school), 

Pathways Middle College High School, and The About 

Face Academy (TAFA, the District’s former centralized 

alternative middle school which is now closed).

When researching the progress of alternative education 

in the District, it is apparent there have been major 

issues in the past. Unfortunately, based on the Oklahoma 

Statewide Alternative Education Evaluation for 2008-09 

produced by the Oklahoma Technical Assistance Center 

(OTAC) there are still major concerns with the services 

the District provides to address the needs of students 

with academic deficiencies and behavioral issues such  

as poor attendance, truancy, disciplinary infractions,  

drug and alcohol issues, and teen pregnancy. The 

findings show the state of alternative education in 

Oklahoma City is dismal at best.

The state’s evaluation, for instance, “commends” the 

District for redesigning its middle school alternative 

program during the most recent school year, but 

only after TAFA was denied state funding because it 

continually did not meet the state’s 17 criteria. As late 

as Sept. 2008, TAFA continued as the District’s middle 

school alternative education program with few changes. 

The evaluation states, “numerous strategic planning 

meetings were conducted with district personnel,  

the State Department of Education, Alternative  

Education Division, and OTAC to review options for  

the redesign of an appropriate middle school alternative 

education approach.”  

The result is self-contained classrooms located in each  

of the ten district middle schools that emulate the state’s 

validated Transitional Learning Center (TLC) model. In an 

effort to facilitate more ownership of and commitment 

to the program, each middle school principal controls the 

referral process for their building as well. This redesign is 

too new to evaluate at this time.

Emerson Outreach and Emerson Metro are two distinctly 

different programs that are classified as Emerson High 

School. Emerson Outreach is designed as an opportunity 

for pregnant and parenting teens to continue their 

education while having access to a range of social 

services for both the students and their babies/toddlers. 

Emerson Metro is the District’s intervention program 

for high school students with academic deficiencies 

and behavioral issues. In addition to the 217 students 

enrolled in both programs, the Task Force found that 

approximately 48 children under the age of three are also  

on the campus with their parents. The program is housed  

in an old building that is scheduled for MAPS renovation, 

but both students and teachers reported to OTAC 

“infestations of roaches and rats, a situation which would 

be unacceptable in any school setting but is even more 

alarming with this population of students and their  

infants on campus.” 

The two programs in the District that are successful 

are Seeworth Academy, a charter school, and Pathways 

Middle College High School, housed on the campus of 

Oklahoma City Community College (OCCC). Pathways, 

opened in 2001, is an impressive alternative that provides 

an alternative for academically strong students who are 

at risk for dropping out of high school for non-academic 
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reasons. The program serves 85 students in a shared 

space with more traditional college classes; therefore, 

students and their teachers rotate among several 

classrooms. Both students and staff have access to  

the college’s facilities, library and the cultural and  

fine art programs. Since Pathways is a true “choice”  

program, students show high performance with no 

dropouts reported.

Seeworth Academy is the only charter school to be 

included in a district’s statewide alternative education 

plan in 2008-09. Housed on the campus of the former 

School of the Plains in far northeast Oklahoma City, 

Seeworth Academy serves students who have a history 

of low academic achievement, behavioral problems, or 

both. The school serves 494 students in grades 3-12 and 

provides a range of programs based on needs placement 

during the intake and screening process. Both Saturday 

and extended summer schedules are available for 

remediation or continued instruction. Seeworth received 

nearly all “notable” ratings for its 2008-09 criteria review, 

the highest score a program can receive. Unfortunately, 

the school’s AYP and API scores remain extremely low.

In the District’s self-assessment the majority of 

discussion offered in the area of alternative education 

was given to the Suspension Intervention and Prevention 

Program (SIPP). However, the program is funded by the 

Office of Juvenile Affairs (OJA) and is not considered 

an alternative education program by the Oklahoma 

Department of Education’s standards. SIPP was made 

available to all students in Oklahoma County in 2008 and 

was originally initiated to simply offer a safe place for 

truant students who were suspended or expelled from 

school to do their work and “keep them off the streets” 

during the time they were prohibited from attending 

class. SIPP has evolved as a program that now has a goal 

to have students learn appropriate behavior for when 

they are able to return to school. It was reported that 

more than 100 students participated in the program in 

2008-09. The report also indicates that many of these 

students were diagnosed with “learning disabilities, 

emotional disabilities, or impulse control issues,” which 

make working with these children a significant challenge.

The District also reports the number of students served 

through alternative programs has increased. One perhaps 

unanticipated outcome of the new uniform Student Code 

of Conduct is a reported dramatic increase in the number 

of students suspended or expelled for Code infractions 

in the last year. As a result of the increased number of 

referrals there is an increased inability of the District 

to provide alternative education services to meet the 

students’ needs. This issue, combined with the lower 

per pupil allocation for students in alternative education 

programs, makes it almost impossible for the District 

to meet this crucial need with its current alternative 

education plan.

In the absence of a strategic plan and a clear vision 

with specific goals the District will continue to fail in its 

efforts to provide quality education to those students 

who are in the greatest need of extra attention. The 

District must work immediately to dispel the image of 

alternative education as being a “dumping ground”  

for students and “feeling like a prison” to some of 

those who attend. It is recommended that the District 

also develop an immediate plan to work with the State 

Department of Education's Division of Alternative 

Education to make crucial changes at Emerson and 

constantly evaluate and monitor the revised middle 

school alternative education classrooms. Additionally,  

it is recommended that the District systematically assess 

the effectiveness of the programs offered on an annual 

basis. These alternative programs are critical not only  

to the students who participate, but to the achievement 

of the overall goal of ensuring that the traditional schools 

provide an environment highly focused on learning.

Rating:  UNSATISFACTORY
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objective c:  

collaborate with other school  

districts and service agencies  

to provide alternative education.

Modeling the Oklahoma City alternative education 

program with the Cleveland County program that 

coordinates a multi-district area was part of the 2001 

recommendation. The committee expressed that a 

cooperative effort could bring efficiencies into provision 

of alternative education, without jurisdictional lines 

preventing delivery of service to all students needing 

alternative education. The report cited in many cases, 

disruptions stem from a student’s emotional or mental 

problems so services from private and public sector 

agencies should be made available at the site. In addition, 

the perception that alternative schools are “bad” should 

be changed to consider the site to be an “opportunity”  

for a student to improve.

2009 assessment: 

The OKCPS District contracts with other agencies 

to provide educational services for students who 

experience emotional, custodial, physical, and/or 

judicial crises. However, as explained in the preceeding 

objective’s assessment, alternative placement is often 

confused as alternative education. This recommendation/

assessment focuses on alternative placement that does 

not have as focused rigor from the state in regards to 

guidelines and procedures, but is managed and funded 

from different local, state and federal agencies. The 

coordination of these services is through the District’s 

office of Extended Educational Services (EES), but is 

managed by the same Regional Executive Director who 

oversees alterative education for the District. 

The District maintains agreements with the Oklahoma 

Department of Human Services, Office of Juvenile 

Affairs, and a number of heath-care facilities. Currently, 

there are 11 different sites as part of the program.  

A number of the programs meet the Federal guidelines 

for Title I Neglected, Delinquent, or At-Risk Youth.

In the 2008-09 school year, 2,265 individual students 

enrolled in at least one EES program. A number of 

these students (418) enrolled in more than one program 

throughout the year. Approximately 39 percent of the 

students are classified as special-education students. 

The average length of stay in a program is 35 days.  

The average daily participation in the programs is  

454 students.

WitHout a strategic PLan 
anD a cLear vision tHe 
District WiLL continue to 
FaiL to ProviDe a QuaLity 
eDucation For stuDents 
WHo are in greatest neeD. 
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The District’s EES programs includes:

•	  Accents with St. Anthony’s Hospital serves 

mentally handicapped or emotionally disturbed 

students (Grades 3-12).

•	 Oklahoma County Detention Center program 

serves selected students who have one or more 

felony convictions and have been determined to 

pose a threat to society.

•	  Human Restorations with St. Anthony’s Hospital 

serves students who require behavior intervention 

and counseling.

•	 INTEGRIS Medical Center program serves 

students with psychological disorders in a 

residential facility (K-8).

•	 Juvenile Detention program serves  

adjudicated students who are awaiting  

trial in a “lock down” facility.

•	 Positive Changes is a private agency that serves 

neglected students and/or behavior-disordered 

students (K-12).

•	 Positive Outcomes with St. Anthony’s  

Hospital also serves adjudicated students  

in a residential setting.

•	  Positive Tomorrows with Oklahoma Community 

Health Services serves homeless students  

(day treatment).

•	 Options with the Oklahoma Department of Human 

Services for adolescent students whose behavioral 

problems prohibit them from being able to live at 

home (Grades 6-12).

•	 Speck Homes is a private agency that serves 

neglected students who have been the victim  

of sexual abuse or at-risk to be a victim.

•	 St. Anthony’s Hospital also provides a residential 

treatment program for students who require 

intense therapeutic intervention and education. 

Generally, the students in this program are DHS 

sponsored and have a DHS caseworker assigned  

to them.

The District maintains a significant number of alternatives 

with service agencies in the area to provide alternative 

educational services for students in the District.  

The needs for alternative educational services include 

behavioral, legal, custodial, psychological, and/or 

physical. It does not appear that the District has directly 

collaborated with other school districts to the extent that  

it has with service agencies. 

Again, in the absence of a strategic plan with a clear vision 

and goals for alternative education and placement in the 

District, the results will continue to be disappointing and 

our children will continue to feel displaced and rejected. 

There is a difference between “collaboration” and 

“contracting” with service agencies, and it appears  

the District purely manages contracts at this point.  

The Task Force believes our students would benefit from 

sincere collaboration by the District to learn and utilize  

the expertise of agencies and professionals in the future  

to better understand the needs of those at-risk. 

It is recommended that the District determine if additional 

collaborative agreements with other districts would be 

helpful and if the current 11 programs are meeting all  

of the alternative placement student population’s needs.  

It is also recommended that the District determine if 

two distinctly different programs be managed differently 

and continue to closely monitor the effectiveness of the 

programs and their impact on the District’s ability to 

maintain a safe and learning-focused environment in its 

schools. By doing so, the OKCPS District can provide 

greater resources to these collaborations which have 

proven most effective.

Rating:  UNSATISFACTORY
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objective D:  

ensure the safety of school facilities.

The public schools MUST provide a safe learning 

environment. The recommendation is the completion of 

the facilities portion of the 2001 plan would result in all 

OKCPS District schools being in compliance of fire codes 

and that all maintenance which repair issues would  be 

repaired. In addition, the Board of Education should adopt 

general guidelines for the acceptable amount of time 

repairs and safety concerns should be completed and 

prioritize projects based on available information.

2009 assessment: 

MAPS for Kids not only resulted in the new construction 

and renovation of school facilities in Oklahoma City, 

but it gave the District the means to ensure that our 

students’ learning environment is the safest it has 

been in nearly 50 years. As of July 1, 2009, 37 code 

compliant fire alarm systems have been installed in the 

District’s elementary and secondary schools. In addition, 

completed new construction and facility remodels 

account for 15 fire alarm systems while 22 others are 

the result of the Early Start program’s phase I and II. The 

District reports that by December 2010 an additional 20 

fire alarm systems will be completed through Early Start 

phase III and savings in District insurance funds will 

provide funding for the last seven school sites that are 

not a part of the MAPS program.

Security cameras, security lighting and security scanners 

have been installed at school sites across the OKCPS 

District as a result of the MAPS for Kids projects which 

include 240 security cameras, exterior security lighting 

for 51 school sites, and security card access systems 

to school buildings. The 2007 YES for Kids Bond issue 

has also provided funding for security cameras on buses 

and updated safety belt restraints have been added to all 

school buses serving wheelchair bound students.

One of the most valuable partnerships the District has in 

regards to “providing a safe learning environment” is its 

relationship with the Oklahoma City Police Department. 

The relationship is outstanding and it is rare to see 

districts and city entities work so well together in urban 

settings. The District and the OKC Police have worked 

collaboratively with the increased presence of Campus 

Resource Officers on secondary school campuses to 

examine school climates and be proactive based upon 

recommendations of Safe School Committees, school 

administrators, and the District’s Administrative Safety 

Team to address areas of concerns. 

Rating: EXCELLENT

maPs For KiDs is giving
stuDents a Learning 
environment tHat is  
tHe saFest it Has Been 
in nearLy 50 years. 
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Question 3: What can be done with middle  
schools, both to improve the learning experience  
and patron perception?

 objective a:  

clarify instructional focus.

A strong emphasis was placed in 2001 on the OKCPS District to focus  

on the middle school philosophy where all teachers are trained in working 

teams, integrate the curriculum, and emphasize high achievement from 

middle school students. The committee recommended that all middle  

school teachers be certified.
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2009 assessment: 

Retention of students in the middle school years 

continues to present a major challenge for the District. 

Enrollment losses between the elementary and middle 

school level are staggering, despite several initiatives 

implemented by the District in recent years.

During the 2007-08 school year, a committee of 

principals, counselors and central office personnel 

outlined recommendations for secondary school  

reform, including scheduling, curriculum, tutoring/

intervention, instruction, professional development 

and school climate. Implementation of those 

recommendations is currently underway. 

In the spring of 2008, middle level educators reviewed 

and developed new middle school curriculum guides  

that are being used in the current school year. At the 

time of publication, outcomes of the new curriculum 

were not available. ACT-America’s Choice will use the 

new guides to unify and develop rigorous curriculum 

that will improve student success at the middle and 

high school levels. In addition, the District has invested 

time and resources for middle level educators to attend 

training on implementing an effective middle school 

philosophy (Middle Level Educator’s Conference,  

Middle School Nuts and Bolts Conference, National 

Middle School Conference, etc.). 

Networking to share ideas and best practices with other 

educators at professional development conferences 

is helpful to the individuals who have the opportunity 

to participate. The challenge, as with any type of 

professional development, is determining how the 

knowledge gained from these activities is being 

implemented on the frontlines in the middle schools.  

The District may want to consider developing processes 

that allow educators who attend conferences to share 

with their peers what they have learned and how or why 

it should or should not be implemented in the District. 

The District has done well in implementing benchmark 

assessments to help school personnel focus on 

individual student growth and achievement. The tests 

were developed using test items created by a major 

test publisher to measure student progress on specific 

Oklahoma Priority Academic Student Skills (PASS) 

objectives. Students are tested several times during 

the school year to identify progress or lack of progress 

prior to the end-of-year tests. However, data from 

these assessments is only valuable if teachers have 

had training on how to analyze and use it to develop an 

individualized remediation plan for student achievement. 

As outlined in the District’s self-assessment, there are 

many “programs” already in place in schools. From 

Core Knowledge, Great Expectations and Oklahoma A+ 

schools to Character First, Reading First, and Accelerated 

Reading/Math, the list of programs in the OKCPS District 

goes on and on. In clarifying instructional focus, OKCPS 

should focus on those programs that have been known  

to have the most impact on student achievement. 

To determine this, the District may need to undertake 

comparative studies of schools over a set period of time 

to collect the data needed to make a strategic decision. 

While schools may have preferences for one program 

over another, it seems that the District should endorse 

and implement specific programs while declining 

to participate in others that do not meet specific 

District goals nor have a proven record of impacting 

student achievement in our District. Additionally, it 

is recommended that the OKCPS District look at the 

programs currently in place and determine what overlap, 

if any, is occurring between programs. While one or  

two programs may not meet the needs at all schools, it 

seems that the District should choose “the best-of-the-

best” for implementation or have a compelling reason  

for approving a different but specific course of action. 

As the District continues to focus on college readiness 

and testing, it will be critical to avoid neglecting non-

tested subject areas like the arts, athletics and clubs. 

Current research on student achievement suggests that 

participation in extracurricular activities has a positive 
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impact on student achievement and keeps students in 

school who may be at risk of dropping out. Students 

who participate in these activities are more likely to have 

increased academic achievement, higher self-esteem, 

higher graduation rates and more positive social behavior. 

As the national focus in education continues to narrow 

the curriculum offered to students, the OKCPS District 

should recognize that in order to be well rounded  

and successful in life, students need a variety of extra-

curricular activities to motivate and inspire them to learn.

Rating: UNSATISFACTORY

objective B:  

restructure elementary and middle 

school grade configurations.

In 2001, the committee proposed reconfiguring many 

of the District’s elementary and middle schools. To 

add adequate space and rooms designed for particular 

purposes, the school must have a student population 

large enough to support such programs to make them 

cost effective. The recommendation was to implement 

changes in areas the District was experiencing the 

highest exit rate between elementary and middle 

schools. Taft Middle School was suggested as an 

example of success where there was an appearance of 

a strong continuation pattern from its feeder elementary 

schools and test scores were higher than those at 

Harding Middle School. The committee believed the 

result of successful implementation of reconfiguration 

programs and the growth patterns of Oklahoma City, the 

number of students attending high school in the northern 

portion of the District would increase substantially within 

five to 10 years.

2009 assessment: 

When the MAPS for Kids building and renovation 

projects are complete, the District will have grade level 

configurations similar to that of many school districts:  

elementary schools with the top grade of 6; some 7-8 

grade centers; some high schools serving grades 9-12; 

and other schools serving grades 6-12. The ideal situation 

would be for standardization in grade configurations 

it may Be time 
For District 
aDministration 
to reaLign HoW 
suPPort services 
For miDDLe scHooLs 
are structureD. 
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across the District. However, this may not be realistic 

due to current and future building sizes and shifting 

student enrollments. 

 Consistency in all aspects of school operation in the 

secondary grade levels continues to be an issue. It may 

be time for District administration to realign how support 

services for middle schools are structured. Currently, 

the District’s Regional Executive Directors serve six 

different regions that include elementary, middle and 

high schools. It may benefit the District in its efforts 

to create continuity and consistency, to move away 

from the regional management concept toward a more 

lateral, team-based approach with directors that focus 

specifically on elementary schools, middle schools and 

high schools rather than a regional approach. 

School reconfiguration is only one part of the 

secondary school reform solution. The District should 

also implement processes and/or activities to build 

confidence in students and parents as they transition 

from elementary schools to middle/high schools. 

“Bridging the gap” for these students is increasingly 

important. Some simple activities could include:

•	  Plan a series of visits near the end of the 

academic year when 5th/6th graders visit the 

middle school/high school that they will attend 

the following year. Students could be paired 

with an older mentor-student they could shadow 

for a day. They would have the opportunity to 

become familiar with their new school, and build 

relationships with teachers and other students.  

The new school environment would be less 

daunting if students had a positive experience to 

build on. Students would also develop loyalty for 

“their” middle school prior to attending.

•	  Initiate combined activities where elementary, 

middle, and high school students can meet and 

participate in activities together. For example, 

high school band directors should invite their 

middle school students to play at a football game 

with the high school band or the middle school 

student council should do a combined project 

with a feeder elementary school. These activities 

encourage a feeling of “belonging.”

•	  Plan specific “back to school” events where 

parents and students can come and learn about 

their new school. Sharing specific information and 

advice for parents on “transitioning” their students, 

along with specific information for students on 

topics like “How to open your locker” can make 

everyone feel that they will be welcomed in their 

new school.

•	  Provide opportunities for the high school 

principal to be visible at the middle school and 

the middle school principal to be visible at the 

elementary school can be important as well. 

Taft Middle School has had much higher retention 

rates because the principal reaches out and makes 

personal contact with prospective students and 

their parents while they are still in elementary 

school. It has also been reported that the 

leadership in the elementary schools for the Taft 

feeder system encourages parents and students to 

continue in the District because of the confidence 

the principals have in the quality of education and 

leadership at the middle school level. 

•	  “Recruit” parents of elementary students so 

they become familiar with middle schools 

before they decide where their children 

will attend. This outreach could help improve 

communication, dispel unjustified fears, and 

identify specific weaknesses the middle schools 

must address.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
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Question 4: How can the District utilize school 
choice to improve the education offerings?

 objective a:  

encourage schools of choice.

Studies show that “schools of choice” can sustain parental involvement that 

enhances student performance and provides greater value for taxpayers by 

improving the atmosphere in which teachers work and students learn. The 

2001 committee supported the empowerment of parents to seek access 

to quality schooling of their choice for their children, despite economic 

limitations. In addition, there was extensive support for development and 

expansion of high-quality, accountable charter schools and allowing others 

to start public schools with substantial freedom from traditional controls 

and limits. The recommendation was for the OKCPS Board of Education 

to consult with the Oklahoma State Department of Education and the 

Charter School Association to review policies for establishing charter and 

enterprise schools in other districts and develop and publicly distribute more 

specific criteria to help individuals and groups understand the process and 

requirements to start a charter school in the District.
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2009 assessment:  

The District provides a variety of schools of choice 

including three (3) specialty schools, two (2) enterprise 

schools, thirteen (13) charter schools, and one (1) middle 

college high school. In addition, consistent with the 

Oklahoma Open Transfer Act, any student in the state of 

Oklahoma may request a transfer to a school in a district 

that the student does not reside as long as the district  

is willing to accept the students. Since 2001, the  

number of choices, including the choice to exercise the  

transfer option, has widened for the students in the 

OKCPS District.

Specialty schools are based around themes (such as fine 

arts). These schools offer the required state curriculum 

along with a focus on skills and knowledge related to the 

theme of the school.

•	  Classen School for Advanced Studies (grades 

6-12) offers the International Baccalaureate (IB) 

program and Fine and Performing Arts. This school 

has been recognized as one of America’s best high 

schools.

•	  Northeast Academy for Health Sciences and 

Engineering (grades 6 -12) offers a focus on 

science and math with the goal of preparing 

students for college programs that lead to careers 

in the health sciences or engineering.

•	  Southeast High School—Specialty School of 

Technology (grades 9-12) focuses on advanced 

technology.

Local advisory boards that are responsible for the 

financial, personnel, curriculum and education services’ 

decisions manage Enterprise schools. Enterprise schools 

are unique to Oklahoma and were created prior to charter 

schools. However, because of their continued viability 

and support, they have continued. The schools include:

•	  Belle Isle Enterprise Middle School

•	  Columbus Elementary

Charter schools are nonsectarian public schools that 

are allowed by law to operate outside of the regulations 

that are required of other public schools. The “charter” that 

establishes the school is a performance contract detailing 

the school’s mission, programs offered, students served, 

outcomes, and methods of assessing the accomplishment 

of the stated outcomes. Any organization, including 

institutions of higher education, may apply to the Oklahoma 

City Board of Education for a charter. Periodic performance 

reviews by the Board of Education are required to maintain 

the charter. Generally, the charter schools have good to 

excellent student achievement. The current thirteen charter 

schools include:

•	  Marcus Garvey Elementary School  

(grades K-6) —started in 2003-04

•	  The Stanley F. Hupfeld Academy at Western Village 

(grades PK5) —started in 2000-01

•	  Dove Science Academy Elementary School  

(grades K-5) —started 2008-09

•	  Dove Science Academy  

(grades 6-12) —started in 2001-02

•	  Independence Middle School  

(grades 6-8) —started in 2000-01

•	  Justice Alma Wilson Seeworth Academy 

(alternative for grades 3-12) —started in 2000-01

•	  ASTEC Middle School  

(grades 6-8) —started in 2000-01

•	  ASTEC High School  

(grades 9-12) —started in 2006-07

•	  Santa Fe South Middle School  

(grades 6-8) —started in 2005-06

•	  Santa Fe South High School  

(grades 9-12) —started in 2001-02

•	  Harding Preparatory High School  

(grades 9-12) —started in 2003-04

•	  Harding Fine Arts High School  

(grades 9-12) —started in 2005-06

•	  KIPP Academy  

(grades 5-8) —started in 2006-07
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The middle college high school, while classified as 

an alternative school, is a high school of choice for 

students who are doing well academically in school, but 

have many of the risk factors related to not completing 

high school or going on to college. Middle college high 

schools are typically located on college campuses and 

encourage students to co-enroll in college classes while 

still in high school. This school, while small, has good  

to excellent outcomes. The one middle college high 

school is:

•	  Pathways Middle College High School  

( located on the campus of Oklahoma City 

Community College, grades 8-12)

Students also have the option of transferring to area 

schools outside of the District, as long as the transfer 

district is willing to accept the student. Students exercise 

this option for a number of reasons, including transferring 

from a low-performing school to a high-performing 

school (as mandated by No Child Left Behind Act ),  

child care issues or curriculum choice.

It is clear that students and parents have choices in the 

OKCPS District and that the number of choices increased 

from 2001 to 2009. Charter schools especially have 

experienced growth, both in the number of students 

accepted and in the number of schools. Two new charter 

schools will open this year—one chartered by Langston 

University and the other by the University of Oklahoma.

In terms of the transfer option, the number of students 

transferring out of the District continues to be less than 

those who transfer into the District. In the 2008-2009 

school year, the District reported that 645 students left 

the District, while 837 students entered the District 

using the Open Transfer Option. 

Choice does come with some challenges, including 

funding multiple options, transportation, and inconsistent 

measures of accountability across the various schools 

(differing missions and differing outcome measures), 

as well as ensuring that all students have real choices. 

Determining if the increase in choices meets the 

standard of “improving educational offerings” is less well 

documented. There is some evidence that the choices 

have met the goal, but it is important to state that simply 

having more choices does not guarantee improvement in 

the academic outcomes of the OKCPS District.

The Task Force recommends that the District and charter 

schools engage in more collaboration across the board 

to build on areas of excellence. There is also a need to 

improve the overall attitude and relationships between 

tHe District anD cHarter 
scHooLs sHouLD engage 
in more coLLaBoration 
to BuiLD on areas  
oF exeLLence.
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District administration and educators with charter school 

leadership instead of viewing charters as a “competitor.” 

Both entities should be working together to improve the 

overall quality of education and services for students in 

the District.

Rating:  
AVERAGE in regards to increasing schools  
of choice 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT in regards to District/
Charter schools building positive partnerships

objective B:  

cooperate with private schools to 

provide expanded course offerings.

The 2001 committee encouraged cooperative ventures 

among public and private schools within and outside 

of the District to provide advanced math, science, 

technology and visual /performing arts courses for high 

school students. It recommended the District continue 

to pursue agreements with willing private schools, 

community colleges, technology colleges and other 

educational entities, in return for compensation, to  

allow students’ access to courses not available in the 

OKCPS District.

2009 assessment:  

The District lists three avenues by which it cooperates 

with other schools to provide expanded course offerings:

•	  Concurrent Enrollment

•	  Pathways Middle College High School

•	  Private Schools Offering Special Education  

to Students with Disabilities

•	  Vocational/Technical Education Programs 

through MetroTech

Concurrent enrollment allows a high school student 

to take college courses during the junior and senior 

year of high school. The District, each year enters into 

an agreement with Oklahoma City Community College 

to offer selected college-level courses at various high 

schools in the District. The District covers the full cost, 

including textbooks, of the students who enroll. The 

state “Achieving Classroom Excellence” (ACE) initiative 

provides funding for the tuition portion of the college 

course for seniors (6 credit hours for the fall, spring and 

summer semesters during the senior year for a total of 

18 hours). Additionally, the District may use the college 

course to meet high school graduation requirements.  

For example, the college-level English Composition 

course may also be counted as meeting the senior year 

English requirement—a practice commonly known as  

“dual credit.”  

Located on the campus of Oklahoma City Community 

College, Pathways Middle College High School is a 

college-preparatory alternative high school designed 

to maximize the concurrent/dual credit option. 

Pathways students enroll in college courses at the 

college—no separate courses are offered exclusively for 

Pathways students, and most use the college credit as 

dual high school credit.

The OKCPS District reports 233 students took advantage 

of concurrent enrollment in 2008-09.

The District is required by the federal Individuals with 

Disabilities Act (IDEA) to financially support private 

schools located within its attendance boundaries that 

provide services to students with disabilities. In 2008-

09, the District used federal funds to support students in 

at least six (6) private schools. 

Career Technology Centers (MetroTech) provide a 

wide array of career/technology programs that are 

available to OKCPS high school students. A number of 

courses within approved programs have been assessed 
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as being equivalent with courses in college. These 

courses are limited to “technology” courses that apply 

to college certificate programs or associate in applied 

science programs (occupational technology programs). 

Students in high school are eligible to co-enroll in these 

classes—take the class at the technology center and 

also be enrolled the equivalent college-level course. 

The statewide tuition for these courses is only $8.00 

per credit hour. A number of students have taken 

advantage of this relatively new option of technology 

concurrent enrollment. MetroTech has agreements with 

Oklahoma City Community College, OSU-OKC and the 

OSU-Institute of Technology (Okmulgee) to provide this 

unique concurrent enrollment option. The state policy 

that governs this unique opportunity is referred to as 

the “cooperative alliance” between higher education and 

career technology. This option provides an early college 

opportunity for OKCPS students in career technology 

programs that are also offered at colleges. In addition, 

students attending MetoTech should not be seen as 

opting out of college. In fact, for selected programs, it 

is opting into college in a program that fits a student’s 

interests, skills, and career aspirations.

It would appear that the District has limited agreements 

with area public and private schools, colleges, and 

universities to expand course offerings. However, the 

OKCPS District is to be commended for its agreement 

with Oklahoma City Community College (OCCC) that, 

through a combination of the state ACE funds for tuition 

and District funds, provides college-level courses at 

no cost to the students who qualify academically. Also, 

the Pathways model appears to be working well, but is 

limited to a relatively few students. While providing a 

needed option for some students, the relationship with 

private schools seems to only be limited to students  

with disabilities.

Given the research consensus that early college 

experiences during high school result in better college-

going rates and success in college (especially for  

at-risk students) and that the state of Oklahoma covers 

the tuition cost for seniors, it is recommended that the 

District greatly expand its opportunities for concurrent 

enrollment and dual credit. The District is encouraged 

to increase the number of agreements and increase the 

opportunities for students to take college-level courses 

while in high school.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
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Question 5: The recruitment, development 
and retention of strong and dedicated teachers 
are fundamental elements of any successful 
educational system. What steps can the 
OKCPS District take to achieve this?

objective a:  

seek non-traditional sources for teachers.

A shortage in teachers for public education has been at crisis  

proportions for sometime, especially in secondary education subjects  

such as mathematics, physical and social sciences, visual /performing 

arts, and technology-related disciplines. Colleges of Education still have 

difficulty finding and preparing students in these areas and the problem  

is exacerbated in urban school districts that have trouble competing for 

the best teachers. The 2001 committee recommended the OKCPS District 

develop a variety of strategies to attract, retain and motivate excellent  

and dedicated educators. The District was also encouraged to work 

with the Oklahoma State Department of Education to adopt policies for 

alternative certification processes or “fast track” to recruit professionals 

into teaching positions.
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2009 assessment:  

The District has clearly taken steps toward improving and 

enhancing its “pipeline” for teachers. Equally as clear is 

that much more needs to be accomplished if the District 

is to surmount its challenges and capitalize on the 

potential of its students. 

What appears to be missing is a comprehensive and 

intensive human resources program to reverse the poor 

retention rate of teachers that persists at a reduced, 

but still alarming rate. Only 80 percent of new teachers 

remain in OKCPS for a second year and 60 percent for 

a third year. That rate of turnover—which by extension 

would project to 100 percent turnover every five years— 

is not sustainable for a business enterprise and is no less 

tolerable in an urban education setting. More detailed 

data on the reasons why teachers are leaving the District 

needs to be captured and evaluated so remedies can be 

quickly developed and implemented. 

In the time since the 2001 recommendations were made 

it has become even more evident that the primary “game 

changer” in education is the quality of instruction—and 

inspiration—that an accomplished teacher can provide. 

For example, the Gates Foundation’s extensive multi-year 

and nearly $1 billion in research on the subject concluded 

the single most important factor in the educational 

success of students is teacher quality. 

The streamlining of alternative certification processes 

and hiring an Administrator for Instructional Recruiting 

and Retention are positive, but small steps forward. 

Similarly, collaboration with higher education (the 

University of Central Oklahoma, Langston University, 

Southwest Oklahoma State University and the University 

of Science and Arts of Oklahoma) provides some 

promise for more teachers to become familiar with,  

and more effective in, urban classrooms.

Proven models of success, such as the Boston Teacher 

Residency, present powerful processes that should 

be evaluated for their adoption in Oklahoma City. The 

Boston program provides a new teacher a full year as 

a “resident” ( like is done in medicine) where the new 

teacher is in the classroom of a mentor teacher four days 

of every week. 

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

researcH sHoWs  
tHe singLe most  
imPortant Factor  
in tHe eDucationaL  
success oF stuDents  
is teacHer QuaLity.
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objective B:  

offer an attractive compensation  

and benefits package to teachers.

In 2001 there were many benefits for OKCPS District 

teachers that included low-interest mortgage financing, 

credit union membership, and professional development 

opportunities that were not being presented as a 

comprehensive package to prospective teachers.  

The committee recommended the District work  

with the business community and The Foundation for 

Oklahoma City Public Schools to review existing benefits, 

research benefit packages offered in other districts, 

pursue additional benefits of low or no cost to the 

District, and package them in a way to add value to  

being an employee of the District.

2009 assessment:  

Teacher pay and benefits are relatively similar in OKCPS 

to other districts in the Central Oklahoma “market.”  

That is not to say teacher compensation is compelling 

for talented teachers, whether in starting pay (where 

the OKCPS District is about average for the area) nor  

in "top pay” categories (where the District lags). 

Importantly, as many private and charter schools have 

experienced, financial incentives are not the only or 

primary motivator for many effective educators. Part 

of the improved “compensation” not yet demonstrated 

by the District are “soft issues” that relate to policies 

that could enhance the teacher experience. Those 

would include work environment, student discipline, 

community/parental support, and measurable 

improvement in the performance of their students. 

The “hard issue” subject of pay for teachers offers 

more hope with recent developments. For example, 

the local unit of the American Federation of Teachers 

(AFT) has indicated its openness to innovations in the 

previously sensitive area of additional incentive pay for 

teachers whose students perform well academically. 

The timing for such innovation could hardly be better 

now that experience from other urban districts in such 

“performance pay” programs is available. 

Other persuasive data is available from a variety of 

respected sources, including a report from the Center 

for Teacher Quality in which high-performing teachers 

offer their insights on how to best structure base pay 

and bonus/performance pay. While these teachers 

value and need salaries that reflect their efforts and 

accomplishments, money is not a primary motivator 

for moving to or staying in a high-needs school. These 

educators recommended that following “incentives”  

are important considerations:  

•	 Lower class size so teachers can better know their 

students and their families; 

•	 Paraprofessionals so that teachers can offer more 

individualized attention; 

•	 Non-salary incentives like tuition reimbursement 

and mortgage interest reduction plans; 

•	 Additional classroom resources and materials; 

•	 Structuring school schedules to allow for teaming;

•	 Allow accomplished teachers to have more 

flexibility in teaching methods and curriculum with 

increased accountability (“don’t make me teach 

from a script but hold me to my results”); 

•	 Working with highly accomplished administrators 

who know how to utilize teacher-leaders. 

In addition, the establishment of the Jean G. Gumerson 

Endowment for the Pursuit of Teacher Excellence 

(see objective D) to increase the number of National 

Board Certified Teachers in Oklahoma City Schools is 

a meaningful program that can also help the District 

effectively recruit, develop and retain dedicated and 

capable teachers who are committed to excellence in  

the classroom. 
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Today, there is an urgent need for the District to take 

action in these areas especially when new funding for 

such programs is now possible with nearly $5 billion in 

competitive grants to states and to school districts being 

made available by the US Department of Education. The 

District should be a key participant in the application for 

“Race to the Top” grants being developed by the State 

of Oklahoma. The District should also move quickly to 

develop its own proposal for federal stimulus funding 

grants to be made directly to districts who present bold 

innovations that demonstrate likelihood of success.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

objective c:  

encourage teachers to participate in 

continuing education and professional 

development opportunities.

The committee recommended the creation of a center 

for professional development and ongoing training on 

effective teaching in an urban environment for OKCPS 

District educators. It further recommended teachers  

have more days for professional development to 

participate in programs, such as “Great Expectations” 

and “Principal’s Academy,” and establish a goal of 

sending every elementary teacher who has been with  

the District three or more years through the summer 

“Great Expectations” program.

2009 assessment:  

The District is to be commended for its increase in the 

number of National Board Certified Teachers (NBCTs) 

and in its recent increase in the number of teachers who 

pursue additional professional development. However, 

it is hoped that greater numbers of participants in both 

will be targeted and encouraged by the District in the 

near future. One major concern identified by the Task 

Force when reviewing the District’s self assessment 

is despite the significant increase in English Language 

Learners there has been a drastic drop in professional 

development completed by teachers in this area.

Also, as noted in other sections of this report, the District 

should move quickly to a more robust data collection 

system that can link student progress directly with 

teachers. Such longitudinal information, such as provided 

by the nationally-acclaimed data system developed by 

Western Heights School District, will help to ascertain 

tHe District sHouLD 
move to a more  
roBust Data coLLection 
system tHat can LinK 
stuDent Progress 
DirectLy WitH teacHers.
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just how effective specific professional development 

programs are in advancing student achievement.  

This way, the OKCPS District and its teachers can invest 

in development programs that exhibit the highest levels 

of return. 

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

objective D:  

support a state sponsored endowment 

to foster professional pay increases and 

development opportunities or, formalize 

a privately sponsored endowment 

through the Foundation for oklahoma 

city Public schools.

Statistics showed the number of teachers retiring in  

the next decade would be substantial. In addition, there 

was an increasing gap in compensation between the 

OKCPS District and public school districts in Texas and 

surrounding states. The 2001 committee believed efforts 

should be made to balance these challenges with the 

need to continuously attract highly qualified teachers in 

light of constitutionally limited resources. 

The committee also believed the government of the State 

of Oklahoma has an opportunity and a duty to replicate in 

public education the endowments it has created in higher 

education. Specifically, state funding should be provided, 

through permanent endowments, in instances where 

local school districts provide matching funds. These 

endowments would create a permanent, “untouchable” 

fund that would distribute roughly 5 percent in interest 

each year to the OKCPS District. This interest would 

be used strictly for increasing the compensation 

and development of its professionals on a systemic, 

achievement-based model. The District must then put 

into place a plan for how it will reward performance 

as it relates to enhanced student achievement and 

communicate this plan to all District employees utilizing 

such an endowment. The committee expressed the  

first focus of such an endowment should be to bring  

the compensation of school personnel to a regional 

market level. 

Absent the endowment described above, the committee 

called for the creation of a private endowment, utilizing 

The Foundation for Oklahoma City Public Schools to 

focus on underwriting the cost for OKCPS teachers to 

attain national board certification. A nationally board 

certified teacher receives an additional $5,000 each 

year for 10 years from the state as long as they remain 

a full time classroom teacher. Because the national 

certification process is cost prohibitive for many 

teachers, the endowment would underwrite a portion of 

the initial investment benefiting the teacher financially 

and resulting in the District employing more nationally 

certified teachers in the long term. While the State of 

Oklahoma underwrites the costs of some teachers to 

pursue this course, it limits this benefit to approximately 

400 teachers a year for the entire state. It was 

recommended that the OKCPS District establish a goal 

to have more national board certified teachers than any 

other similarly sized school district in the United States 

by 2010. The District would work with The Foundation  

to formalize such an endowment and establish a process  

for choosing teachers for national certification by the 

same date.

2009 assessment:  

In October 2002, The Foundation and the District 

announced the creation of the Jean G. Gumerson 

Endowment for the Pursuit of Teacher Excellence.  

The funding assists OKCPS teachers in attaining National 

Board Certification, a goal of the Project KIDS reform 

plan to recruit, develop and retain strong and dedicated 

teachers in the District. This endowment makes it 

possible for qualified OKCPS teachers to pursue their 

national board certification over the next several years.
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Currently, OKCPS teachers have two scholarship 

types available to assist them in pursing their National 

Board Certification: Education Leadership Oklahoma 

Scholarships and the Jean G. Gumerson Endowment. 

Through the Education Leadership Oklahoma 

Scholarships the State of Oklahoma funds more  

than 400 teachers in their quest for National Board 

Certification. OKCPS teachers who are not selected 

by Education Leadership Oklahoma, but are qualified 

candidates, are funded through the Gumerson 

Endowment at The Foundation.

Since 2002, the Gumerson Endowment awarded 

scholarships to 23 teachers in their pursuit of  

National Board Certification, of which eight have 

achieved certification.

According to the National Board for Professional  

Teaching Standards website (www.nbpts.org), OKCPS 

has 94 National Board Certified Teachers as of May 2009. 

However, comparing the number of OKCPS District’s 

NBCTs to similar size urban districts is difficult because 

teacher participation varies greatly across the country. 

Participation is often dependent on whether a state or 

District provides incentives to underwrite the cost of  

the process and if a stipend is awarded to teachers upon 

certification. A quick regional comparison shows there 

are 132 NBCTs in the Tulsa Public School District, 64 

NBCTs in Putnam City Schools, 188 NBCTs in Austin (TX) 

ISD, and 116 NBCTs in Little Rock, Ark. However, in other 

urban school districts that face similar challenges  

there is a wide range of numbers of NBCTs – including,  

3 NBCTs in Dallas ISD, 5 NBCTs Houston ISD, 40  

NBCTs Washington D.C. Public Schools, and 1,153 

NBCTs in Chicago.

While the District has significantly increased its number 

of National Board Certified Teachers (NBCTs), the Task 

Force recommends the District look at increasing support 

for the National Board process in the following ways:

•	 Fund opportunities for teachers to learn about 

the National Board process and to prepare 

them for their candidacy year. National Board 

currently provides an excellent format for these 

opportunities in their Take One! Process. 

•	 Implement policies to support teachers who are 

National Board candidates. For example, provide 

one to two days of extra professional development 

leave for candidates to work on their National 

Board portfolios or to study for their assessments. 

•	 Make the National Board process a regular part of 

Professional Development offerings. For example, 

host mentoring meetings for current candidates 

and NBCTs and offer introductory sessions for 

teachers and administrators to learn about the 

National Board process.

•	 Inform School Board Members and Principals about 

the National Board process and the support that 

teachers need to be successful.

•	 Form a committee of the District’s NBCTs to 

provide recommendations to District Leadership 

on the educational programming and professional 

development offerings in the District.

Rating: AVERAGE
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Question 6: A top-heavy administration  
and highly centralized decision-making process 
result in fewer resources at the school level. 
The outcome is a system less likely to meet 
local communities’ needs. What steps can the 
OKCPS District take to channel more resources 
and support to the school level and individual 
classrooms and ensure our limited resources  
have the greatest impact?

objective a:  

create a new organizational culture.

Past management approaches in the OKCPS District emphasized  

“top down” processes with little authority for personnel at the school  

site level. The committee recommended that site-level management  

teams consisting of principals, teachers, support staff and patron  

leadership (PTA/PTO) be empowered to take on a leadership and  

decision-making role. It was proposed that management teams be  

evaluated by District Administration on their ability to increase student 

achievement, operate within established budgets, hire and retain 

experienced and high performing teachers, and effectively respond to 

maintenance, personnel and student discipline issues as they arise.  

Principals must be qualified, motivated and given more budgeting  

authority than was allowed in 2001. The expectation of the committee  

was that principals would be responsible for: Developing teams; hire,  

train and recommend teachers for termination; administer/enforce  

District policies; support high, performing teachers; and establish  

an effective standard for communicating with parents and students.
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2009 assessment: 

It is apparent that most attempts to move from a “top 

down” management approach have been erratic and 

the current administration still functions much the same 

as in 2001. It is unclear if this is the result of a lack of 

site-based management preparation or reluctance at the 

District administration level to encourage or allow a less 

centralized approach. 

The District can be commended for its efforts to create 

a new organizational culture through the Principal’s 

Leadership Academy, the administration of the 

Organizational Health Inventory, the implementation 

of site and regional leadership teams, and the required 

Campus Improvement Plans. However, there does not 

seem to be any evidence (data) that these efforts have 

resulted in significant movement toward the goal of 

improving the organizational health of the system and  

the academic achievement of students.

The Task Force realizes the requirements mandated by 

the No Child Left Behind Act has made a complete shift 

to site-based management difficult due to the numerous 

federal and state compliance and reporting requirements 

now required by public school districts. The fact remains, 

however, that training and empowering principals to 

be site-based managers is still beneficial on a variety 

of levels and has simply not occurred in a District-wide 

manner contemplated by the 2001 recommendation.  

In addition, the due process accorded to teachers by  

the American Federation of Teachers trade union in  

the termination process has also trumped most  

principals’ efforts to enact a semblance of accountable  

site-based management.

Another concern the Task Force addressed in Question 3, 

and is addressed again in this objective, is the Regional 

Executive Director structure where management is 

overseen by an administrator of regional elementary, 

middle and high schools, subsequently breaking the 

District up into six smaller districts. There is discussion 

that smaller units are easier to manage and could result 

in greater ownership and cohesion, but it appears there 

are major issues with this organizational structure 

as exhibited by the expansive list of curriculum and 

ineffective internal communication District-wide with 

principals, teachers and schools in general. 

It is recommended that the OKCPS District’s leadership 

structure model be reviewed and assessed by an outside 

team identified by The Foundation who is familiar with 

best practices in leadership of a large urban district. 

The outside assessment will evaluate the layers of 

management and the divisions of leadership with  

the goal of identifying effectiveness and efficiency. 

An additional recommendation is that the District 

engage the National School Public Relations Association 

(NSPRA) to conduct a communication audit. NSPRA’s 

communication audit process takes a snapshot of current 

communication efforts, the climate for communication, 

the issues and image perceptions a district is facing, 

and the communication needs and patterns of the 

target audiences. It is critical to the health of the 

organizational culture that the OKCPS District and the 

Board of Education has a clear understanding of its 

target audiences, perceptions that are perpetuated in 

the District and community, and how the District can 

be proactive and purposeful in their communication 

internally and externally in the future. 

Rating: UNSATISFACTORY
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objective B:  

adopt a technologically advanced 

information system to provide more 

complete, accurate and detailed financial 

and student achievement information of 

the oKcPs District and each site.

Historically, the financial and student achievement 

records of the District did not provide adequate or timely 

information for management, information systems were 

not integrated, and limited information was available 

to principals and teachers. The committee emphasized 

the need for a new, comprehensive management 

information system—especially one with more control 

and responsibility at the school site level.

The District was in the process in 2001 of putting into 

place a computerized information system that would 

integrate financial information, student attendance and 

achievement data, and personnel information. Extensive 

training was also underway for all District personnel to 

efficiently and fully utilize the new system for student 

records, ordering and budget tracking. The committee’s 

recommendation was that the District utilize an 

integrated information system and the World Wide Web 

to help provide periodic, confidential feedback on each 

child’s performance to his or her parents or guardians, as 

well as general school system performance information 

to taxpayers and the public.

2009 assessment:  

With regards to the financial and human resource 

functions, there is evidence of substantial progress. 

The District implemented a new financial and human 

resources software system (SAP) on July 1, 2001.  

The SAP package appears to be functioning well and 

meeting the financial and human resource tracking and 

reporting needs of the District. In addition, the District 

announced its sixth consecutive unqualified audit of its 

financial statements for the year ending June 30, 2008.

Student records are managed by separate software 

systems. The student information (enrollment, etc.) 

software is TERMS, the grade book software is 

SmartWeb (which allows access via the Internet by 

parents), and the student assessment system is Edusoft. 

However, it is unclear how or if these programs are 

linked to each other or linked to the financial software 

package. With regards to access by parents of student 

it is acKnoWLeDgeD  
tHat tHe Bar,  
WHen it comes to 
tecHnoLogy, Has  
anD must Be 
continuaLLy raiseD.
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grades and attendance records, at least one review  

has indicated parents report that it is available, but  

that the process to register and access information  

is “somewhat cumbersome.”  

As reported by the District, “various transitions in District 

leadership and third-party management, the vision and 

support of the SAP product has become compromised 

in certain areas by the implementation of non-integrated 

software rather than utilizing existing SAP processes 

and/or training users on existing SAP modules.” The 

District also reported that its activity fund management 

system (MAS) is a separate financial software package 

that has not yet been integrated into the SAP financial 

software module.

While it appears goals and objectives related to the 

implementation of an advanced information technology 

enterprise system have been achieved, it is acknowledged 

that the bar, when it comes to technology, has and 

must be continually raised. The District must remain 

committed to optimizing the use of products already 

purchased (such as the capabilities in SAS), continue to 

minimize the use of “shadow systems,” add products 

that are fully integrated or closely linked to the primary 

information enterprise system, and continue to improve 

the user friendliness and functionality of the systems.

Rating:  
EXCELLENT in regards to the 2001  
financial goal   
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT, in terms of fully 
achieving the long-term vision of a fully 
integrated system that provides real-time  
data for decision-making.

objective c:  

re-engage the community in  

ongoing school improvement.

In order for the OKCPS District to create lasting and 

sustainable change in the schools, citizen involvement 

should not be limited to just bond elections, tax 

initiatives and election campaigns. In 2001, research 

showed that Oklahoma City citizens were no longer 

willing to support initiatives they had no part in creating. 

They felt the problems facing the District were complex 

and systemic, and were not amenable to expert or  

top-down solutions. 

In order to maintain and the build momentum of 

community involvement generated by MAPS for Kids,  

the committee strongly recommended The Foundation 

community engagement 
is a never-enDing Process 
tHat resuLts in ongoing, 
genuine DiaLogue anD is 
FoLLoWeD By DeLiBeration  
anD action. 
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for Oklahoma City Public Schools continue to foster 

ongoing and increased citizen participation in community 

and school improvement.

2009 assessment:  

The Project KIDS committee suggested that The 

Foundation take the lead role in engaging the community 

on an ongoing basis because of the crucial role it played 

in community meetings prior to the MAPS for Kids 

vote. However, in the wake of the passage of MAPS 

for Kids, the public’s discussion has focused on the 

implementation of individual school construction projects 

and community meetings are now managed by the  

MAPS for Kids Trust. There was no overarching or  

large-scale citizen engagement effort to be maintained, 

given this focus. 

Also, during a major part of the following years, the 

focus of the OKCPS District’s Board of Education was 

on putting the District’s fiscal and financial house in 

order. It had been seven years since the District had an 

unqualified audit of financial records and it had developed 

a poor reputation for paying late. As a result, neither  

The Foundation nor any other public school advocacy 

group was called upon to support or encourage 

community involvement in the manner originally 

contemplated and suggested. 

The Foundation has focused on connecting the resources 

of the community with the needs of the District over 

the past eight years through a variety of programs and 

monetary support for the District. These programs 

include Teachers Warehouse (placing over $350,000 

worth of supplies in the hands of teachers and at-risk 

students), Great Idea Grants (distributing creative 

teaching grants for teachers), and Student InCENTives 

(underwriting the cost of artistic and academic 

competitions for students). Recently, The Foundation  

has started providing facilitation services for the District 

with parents and community members when a school  

is undergoing a search for a new principal.

During the summer of 2009 a “Community Engagement 

Plan” was approved and adopted by the OKCPS Board 

of Education, but the plan has never fully taken shape. 

However, it is the opinion of the Task Force that The 

Foundation and the District should be partners working 

together to create an effective community engagement 

process that truly creates ownership and involvement in 

our schools from the citizens at large. 

As we think about the future of our schools and our 

community, we realize that community engagement, 

if implemented properly and collaboratively, involves 

the owners/stakeholders (taxpayers) of our schools. 

Engagement will be critical to the success of the OKCPS 

District and to The Foundation’s new mission of “creating 

community ownership in the success of every child” 

because the schools cannot tackle the many challenges 

they face alone. The leadership of both entities and 

our citizens should also understand that community 

engagement is a never-ending process that results in 

ongoing, genuine dialogue and is followed by deliberation 

and action. 

We recommend that The Foundation build a strategic 

partnership with an organization that has successfully 

created and implemented community engagement on 

a variety of levels with meaningful outcomes. A model 

program should be identified to help guide the OKCPS 

District, the Board of Education and The Foundation 

in developing a consistent framework, manageable 

timeline, and an ongoing strategic plan for effective 

community engagement. The outcome will be citizens 

who are irreplaceable partners with the District and 

their community schools. We then can ask the question, 

“What do we want the future of our schools and 

community to look like and what can WE do to help  

our schools and our children be successful?”

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
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Question 7: What steps can the OKCPS  
District take to ensure central administration 
and governance policies enable the District to 
meet these objectives?

objective a:  

create a system that emphasizes leadership.

In 2001, seven school board members each represented a specific 

geographic region of the OKCPS District serving a four-year term. However, 

it was pointed out the Board of Education lacked a member with a district-

wide point of view and voters only had the opportunity to vote on a single 

board member every four years. The committee recommended the addition 

of an eighth member of the Board of Education to be elected at-large and 

to serve as chairman. State legislation approved in 2000 enabled the board 

to restructure itself with an at-large chair, and by early 2001, a new board 

structure was in place.

In regards to the Board of Education and the position of the Superintendent, 

the committee believed top-flight professional managers must be able 

to implement the most effective administrative approaches and not be 

constrained by archaic laws, regulations and organizational inertia. It 

was suggested that with a $275 million budget, the District must have 

a superintendent/chief executive officer with extensive administrative 

competence in the management of complex organizations.

The committee recommended modification of the Oklahoma law mandating 

the traditional state certification of school superintendents and by working 

with area legislators, permissive legislation was passed in the spring 2001 

session of the Oklahoma Legislature and approved by the Governor. In 

addition, it was recommended the board hire a non-traditional CEO with 

academic and business management experience. 
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2009 assessment:  

While the Board of Education has seen changes in 

its membership over the last few years, the frequent 

changes and lack of tenure of any one superintendent 

has likely impeded the ability of the District to continue 

its progress in emphasizing visionary leadership. The 

challenges of a large urban district, like Oklahoma 

City, and managing a $350 million budget require 

some level of consistency in the senior leadership to 

be fully effective. Trusting relationships, essential for 

effectiveness, are built over a period of time, sometimes 

years. Initiatives that are linked to a CEO also take time 

to become part of the culture, rather than simply a  

new program that loses its inertia with every change  

in leadership.

To the District’s credit, a number of leadership  

initiatives related to improvement in performance  

of the District, have been continued—the High 

Performance Model, Organizational Health Inventory, 

Regional Learning Communities Initiative, and the 

Principal Leadership Academy.

Unfortunately, due to the high turnover in superintendents 

and governance policies since 2001, the goal of 

emphasizing leadership to accomplish the mission-driven 

goals of the District, as a result, has been elusive.  

There have been some good attempts despite the 

changes, but pulling together a like-minded, highly skilled 

leadership team all working toward the same goal has 

yet to be accomplished. The current superintendent has 

provided hope that this goal is a priority. It is the Task 

Force’s recommendation that the superintendent be 

empowered by the entire Board of Education to make 

bold changes to move the District forward quickly. 

In addition, the Board of Education should set a priority 

goal to become a board of eight members who make 

consistent decisions on what is best for the District  

as a whole rather than focusing on specific constituents 

and personal interests.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

objective B:  

Provide improved facility  

construction and oversight.

The 2001 committee recommended the formation 

of a trust entity to oversee real estate and school 

construction/renovation given the District’s substantial 

capital needs that were identified in original Project KIDS 

report. The trust would also be responsible for long-

term capital maintenance and the sole responsibility 

of planning, construction and renovation of physical 

facilities and to ensure the projects are on time, within 

budget, and provide periodic progress to the public.

2009 assessment:  

The progress on this aspect of the Project Kids strategies 

is likely more clear than any other—the construction 

and oversight has been simply “on time and in budget.”  

Said another way, the cooperation between the City of 

Oklahoma City, MAPS for Kids Trust and the District 

has resulted in extraordinary excellence in budgeting, 

construction and governance.

The decade-long process from collection of sales tax 

dollars to completion of all construction has been 

superbly managed to overcome challenges posed by two 

different economic cycles and by major shifts in student 

population patterns. Moreover, the City’s coordination 

of now two bond issues for OKCPS continues the highly 

successful model. 
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Much of the value of the construction at a neighborhood 

level will be more dramatic as the large numbers of 

elementary schools complete construction during the  

next three years. The only prospective recommendation  

to be made is for the District, working again with the  

City and the Trust, to fully leverage the opportunity 

presented by renovating these elementary schools.  

The District should take the lead in working closely  

with neighborhood groups to accelerate positive  

outcomes within the surrounding neighborhoods. The 

District should consider, for example, partnering with  

experienced agencies to engage residents near each 

school to make certain the schools are at the heart of 

community building as was envisioned by Project Kids.

Rating: EXCELLENT

objective c:  

Develop a strong performance  

evaluation and oversight function.

Greater emphasis on flexibility by site-level educational 

teams will require careful monitoring of performance. 

By asking the public to support efforts to enhance 

efficiency and accountability, the District has an increased 

responsibility to keep the public informed of progress 

through systemic, comparative analysis. The committee 

recommended the creation or utilization of two new groups:

1) Independent Educational Analysis Group for 

oversight of school effectiveness–Accessible and 

reliable data is critical to understanding the performance 

of students and the effectiveness of the District, 

including schools of choice, surrounding school districts, 

and similar school districts across the country. The 

committee believed The Foundation is an appropriate 

organization to contract for services to provide an 

independent educational analysis. This group would 

provide periodic performance reviews of the District 

and publish a comprehensible annual report to schools, 

parents and guardians, and the public at large beginning 

in January 2004. These reports would include analysis 

of student performance (utilizing local, state and national 

performance assessments including alternative education 

and special education populations) and would be cross-

referenced with budgets, school population and other 

management criteria on a system-wide basis and school-

by-school. The objective of the report is not to identify 

ways to increase test scores, per se, but increase  

student achievement that is measured, in part, by 

increased test scores.

2) Best Practices Group—Either as part of the 

independent educational analysis group or as a separate 

entity, the committee suggested the Foundation establish 

a semi-autonomous group by the to research and publish 

the “best practices” of other schools, including schools 

of choice, surrounding school districts and similar school 

districts across the country. Proposals, based on best 

practices research and new ideas, would dovetail with  

the shortcomings made more apparent by the independent 

educational analysis group. The proposals would be 

presented to the Board of Education for review and  

approval before being implemented by the District.

2009 assessment: 

With regards to the Independent Educational Analysis 

Group for oversight of school effectiveness, it has not 

been established. However, there have been a number of 

reporting requirements that have added some objectivity 

to the reports of student achievement—most notably, 

those required by the federal No Child Left Behind 

program and the state’s Adequate Yearly Progress reports.

In addition, the MAPS Community Task Force has been 

formed by The Foundation to provide an assessment of 

the academic progress of the OKCPS District in years to 

come. While limited in its task to the evaluation of the 

objectives developed in the 2001 “Building a Learning 

City” report, it does provide an independent assessment 

of the District’s performance.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
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objective D:  

remove or revise archaic  

state of oklahoma laws.

Many of the laws on the Oklahoma books were created 

decades ago in reaction to real or perceived challenges 

for schools. The 2001 committee recommended the 

creation of a public affairs committee of volunteers, 

whether by the Foundation or otherwise, to examine  

the laws of the OKCPS District and make suggestions 

or proposals to revise or remove laws that unnecessarily 

restrict or prohibit the District from operating in an 

efficient, cost-effective, and business-like manner.

2009 assessment  

Despite the fact this recommendation was not acted 

upon, many organizations, associations, individuals and 

companies sought public policy changes at the state and 

local levels to enhance the educational environment and 

thus to improve the state’s educational system. 

There are still many issues that remain at the state level 

that require input and initiatives by multiple groups 

to resolve. Some of these include fundamental reform, 

such as improving testing and accountability systems, 

teacher compensation, and improvement of efficiencies. 

As well, student record systems should be uniform and 

available statewide. Transparency and objectivity in state 

education data and accountability systems along with 

compliance measures are all needed. Students must be 

adequately prepared to enter college or the workforce 

upon graduation, which many are currently not prepared 

for such and results in extensive remediation being 

funded for higher education.

Also, in today’s environment, flexibility is a must to 

accommodate the vast differences in school districts. 

Without flexibility, innovation and improved performance 

will not be encouraged, which is a detriment to 

Oklahoma’s students.

History indicates that proactively addressing public policy 

issues is a must for educational improvements. We have 

seen successes such as creating the position of a District 

wide chair of the Board of Education. As well, there 

are other organizations in the community and the state 

that would share the same interest in policy changes. 

Organizations that have historically developed joint 

legislative policies, such as the Oklahoma State Chamber, 

the Tulsa Metro Chamber, the Greater Oklahoma City 

Chamber and the Oklahoma Business Education Coalition, 

could all be potential partners and advocates for needed 

state policy changes.

Given the above, it is recommended that a public affairs 

committee be created and directed to identify issues, 

gain consensus on those issues, and aggressively 

move on those issues with all the assistance it can gain 

from other organizations, associations, individuals and 

businesses in both the community and the entire state.

Rating: NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

many issues stiLL  
remain at tHe state  
LeveL tHat reQuire 
FunDamentaL reForm.
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